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' f i  Page 1 — Washington Letter, ) f  
MJ Miscellaneous articles. (A
T Í Pages 2 and 8—Local and other ( J  
fid news; public and private sale Jty
Y* adver8., etc. sa
Pages 4 and 5 — Short stories, fty 
x i  miscellaneous articles. |A
W  Pages 6 and 7—Original editorial 
MJ comment, State news, etc. ity
TÍ Page 8 — Agricultural reading 
matter.
a, » ADVERTISEMENTS ON EVERY PAGE. kjL
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 29,1906. WHOLE NUMBER, 1638.
A FIRST-CLASS ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN THE MIDDLE SECTION OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY.
j  i f .  ROYER, M.
Practising Physician,
TRAPPE, P»- Office at his residence, nearly 
opposite Masonic HalL
Y. WEBER, M. D.,
Practising Physician,
EVANSBUBO, Pa. Office Hoars: Until 8 
a. m.; Tto9p.m. Keystone’Phone No. 17.
g  A.HRIJSEN,M.Dm
Homeopathic Physician,
OOLLEGEVILLE, Pa. Office Honrs: Until» 
a. m ; a to 8 p. m. Keystone ’phone, No. 5; 
Bell, 80x. Other office hours by appointment. 
All kinds of X-Ray work and electrloal treat­
ment for cancerous, skin, and nervous diseases.
£1 B. HORNING, M. D.,
Practising Physician,
OOLLEGEVILLE, Fa. -:- Telephone In office. 
Office Hours until 9 a. m.
H. HAMER, M. »., .
Homeopathic Physician.
OOLLEGEVILLE, P  A. Off ce Hours: Until 
10 a. m., from 6 to 9 p. in. Special attention 
given to ear, nose apd throat diseases. 23au.
TJARYEY L. SHOMO,
Attorney-at- Law,






ALBERTSON TRUST CO. BUILDING, 
306 Swede St.. Norristown, Pa 
Bell and Keystone ’Phones. 5-l£
jyjAYNE R. LONGSTRETH,
Attorney-at- Law,
And Notary Public. ::: No. 712 Grower Build­
ing, 1420 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
Long Distance Telephone. House No. 6»28. 
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar.
JOSEPH S. KRATZ,
Attorney-at-Law,
100» Co m m o n w e a l t h  b u il d in g , 12th
and CHESTNUT STREETS, 
Philadelphia. *
Telephones.






828 SWEDE STREET, NOBBISTOWN, PA
Will be at his branch office in Odd Fellows' 
Building, Oollkgeville, Pa,, every evening 




OFFICES; 605 SWEDE STREET, and during 
banking hours at Montgomery Trust Co., 118 
W. Main Street, NORRISTOWN, Pa.
Will respond to both ’phones : at Office, Nos. 
88 ; at Trust Go* Nos. 8. 2-1.
JOHN S. HENSICKER,
Justice of the Peace j
RAHN STATION, PA. . Conveyancer and 
General Business Agent. Clerking of sales at­
tended co. Charges reasonable.
JJEMRY BOWER,
Veterinary Surgeon,
COLLEGE VI LLE, PA.




ggr Second »oor Above Railroad.
Finest grades of CIGARS and TOBACCO 
always on hand.
^ B T H B B  G. ASH,
Justice of the Peace,
Real Estate and General Business Agent,
TRAPPE, PA. All kinds of real estate sold 
on commission. Real estate purchased. Money 
loaned. 8-16
J^R. FRANK BRANDRETH, 
(Successor to Dr. Chas, Ryckman,)
DENTIST,
ROYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry 
honest prices.
J^R. S. D. COJKNISH,
DENTIST,
OOLLEGEVILLE, FA. 
First-class Workmanship Guaranteed; Gas 
administered. Prices Reasonable.
Keystone ’Phone No. 81 Bell ’Phone, 27Y.
IT REQUIRES AN AC 
CURATE KNOWLEDGE OF 
¿REFRACTION and the laws 
sof optics to determine and cor- 
Hfirect faults of eyesight. The 
benefit of my special training 
and practice covering a quarter of a century are 
at your service.
A. Bo PARKER, Optician,
210 De k a l b  s t r e e t , n o r r is t o w n .
E IDWARD DAVI»,Painter and
Paper-Hanger,




Prompt and accurate in building construction. 




C O N TR A C TO R  P O R  I L L  K IN D S  O P
Brick and Stone Masonry,
CEMENTING, OGNCKETXNG, ETC Esti­
mates cheerfully furnished and good work guar­
anteed. K&* SPECIAL ATTENTION TO 
JOBBING. **■
j P  S, BOONS,
SCHWENKSVILLE, PA ,
Slater and. Roofer,
And dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey 
Stone, etc. Estimates furnished. Work con­
tracted at lowest prices. lloct
D R .  D A V I S ,
Eye Specialist and Physician,
240 HIGH »T., POTT8TOWN.
SECOND FLOOR.
$1000 BÜY A
H O U SE , B A R N .
AND ONE ACRE OF GROUND along the 
Trolley In Limerick. Apply to
U. S. G. FINKBINER,




FREDERICK PRIZER PURCHASE — THE 
NEW PRINCIPAL—HENRY S. RODEN- 
BOUGH— WASHINGTON HALL BOARDING 
SCHOOL —  JOHN “ CLIPS”  —  GEORGE 
HAGY BOARDING HOUSE—- STREEPER 
FAMILY—DR. GORDON—FOUNTAIN—  
“ STILL HOUSE. ”
After the death of Henry Prizer, 
his property was purchased by his 
brother Frederick. Henry’s widow 
and her three daughters remained 
in the old home. Frederick Prizer 
afterwards married Hetty Dewees, 
a younger sister of Mrs. Henry 
Prizer, and carried on farming, as 
quite a quantity of land belonged to 
his brother’s property.
The friends and patrons of 'the 
Trappe Boarding School, anxious to 
continue the same, being now with­
out a guiding hand, turned to J. 
Warren Royer for help, who was at 
that time pursuing a course of 
study at Lafayette College, Easton, 
Pa. Actuated by a desire to assist 
his friends in finding someone to 
take charge of the Trappe Boarding 
School, he induced a fellow student 
of Lafayette, named Henry S. 
Rodenbough, to accept the position. 
Mr. Rodenbough had the ministry 
in view, but being in somewhat 
straitened pecuniary circumstances 
—as he was thrown upon his own 
resources in fighting his way 
through college — he reluctantly 
yielded to accept the responsible 
position lately so well filled by 
Henry Prizer, on condition that an 
able assistant be given him in the 
mathematical department of the 
school. This place was ably filled 
by Abraham H. Vanderslice, my 
first cousin, who was at the same 
time a student in the school.
Henry Prizer’s widow continued 
in charge of the boarding depart- 
partment, and when there was lack 
of room Mother Dewees accommo­
dated the surplus students. This 
was in the winter of 1838-39.
Soon after this a movement was 
started to put up a new building 
somewhere in Trappe. Under the 
advice and co-operation of Judge 
Royer, my father, Jacob Fry, Jr.
and some others, a site was chosen 
on a lot part of Judge Royer’s land, 
and a neat brick building erected 
thereon. The name Trappe Board­
ing School was changed to Wash­
ington Hall Boarding School. 
Henry S. Rodenbough married, 
moved into a part of the new build­
ing and continued to be Principal 
of the school untill 1845, when he 
was called to the pastorate of the 
Lower Providence Presbyterian 
Church. A fuller history of the 
school will be given in my letters 
when I get up to that part of the 
village. i
Returning to middle Trappe, 
where the George Plank residence 
is, we remember there stood in 1836 
-40 a long one-story stone house, 
whitewashed on the outside, oc­
cupied by Johnny Spear, familiarly 
called Johnny “Clips,” who had a 
sharp shrill voice and whose wife 
had a very red nose. They had no 
children.
Next above the Plank resideace 
in later years a brick house was 
built in which different families 
have lived. Among them was that 
of Frank Shupe, Abraham Bertolet 
and others. Mr. E. S. Moser started 
printing the Providence Indepen­
dent at this place over thirty years 
ago.
•Nearly opposite the last named 
brick bouse is the late Edward 
Brownback residence. In the full 
flush of prosperity of the Washing­
ton Hall Boarding School, this 
identical house was owned and 
accupied by George Hagey, a clock 
and watch maker, and was the 
boarding house of the Washington 
Hall students. As usual, when 
overcrowded, some students board­
ed in different families in the 
village. The brick house imme­
diately above the Brownback resi­
dence, I think, was built by Wil­
liam Todd, and occupied by him 
some years.
The house next above Todd’s 
house was occupied by George 
Yost, who carried on wheelwright- 
ing many years in the village. The 
same was later occupied by a Mrs. 
Koons and her daughter. The 
house next to this, where Dr. J. J. 
Gordon lived quite a long time, was 
previously owned and occupied by 
the Streeper family, as far back as 
1830. The Streepers were Metho­
dists, great revivalists, and went 
frequently to Evansburg and aided 
in founding the. Methodist Chureb1 
there. Dr. Gordon, who was a New 
Jersey dentist, married one of the 
Streeper girls. There were three 
Streeper boys, I remember—Peter, 
William and Barney.
The “Fountain Inn” that stands 
opposite the above named houses 
is by'far one of the oldest hostel- 
ries between Philadelphia and 
Reading. David Palsgrove was its 
keeper away back in the thirties. 
He was succeeded by others who 
have passed away long ago. Among 
them was Reinhard Keelor, Peter 
Fritz, and others I do not remem­
ber. The fountain that gave name 
to the Inn has its source at the old 
Distillery property, several hun­
dred yards northwest of the hotel.
Many years ago whiskey was dis­
tilled here in quantities, and the 
place was called the “Still House.” 
I doubt if many of my yonng read­
ers understood the significance of 
the name; if they could, whether 
they can realize as much good ever 
flowed from it as as from the per­
petual stream of pure fresh water 
that has constantly flowed to quench 
the thirst of man and animal at the 
Fountain Inn’s trough. (
H enry A. H u n sic k er . 
604 Wister St., Germantown, Pa.
had entirely forgotten to ask her 
for it. This, remarks a Boulevard 
paper, recalls the distraction of the 
famous fable poet, La Fontaine. 
Meeting one day in a salon a.young 
man, he was so favorably impressed' 
by his conversation that he ex­
pressed his admiration for him in 
the most flattering terms. “ But he 
is ydur own son,” exclaimed a 
guest, in astonishment. “ Is it so?” 
replied the poet; “then I am the 




A record-breaker in absent-mind­
edness is certainly a Paris citizen, 
who appeared the other day before 
a Magistrate to ask for a marriage 
license. He answered correctly and 
without hesitation all the questions 
as to his name, age, and occupation; 
but when asked for the name of his 
fiancee he became embarrassed, and 
finally replied dejectedly that he
From Our Regular Correspondent.
Washington D. C. Nov. 22, 1906.— 
That the President will in his an­
nual message to Congress be able 
to give some first band information 
and make some straight from the 
shoulder suggestions about Panama 
is considered certain. Another, 
point which will doubtless be made 
io the message is foreshadowed in 
the speech of Secretary Root in 
Kansas City urging a subsidy 
for American shipping. That he 
voices the views of the President is 
evident and it is possible that the 
short sesssion of Congress will not 
adjourn before a bill for the revival 
of the American Merchant marine 
has been passed. A strenuous ad­
ministrative campaign both in the 
Cabinet and in Congress has been 
planned, for the President could 
not wait until he reached the White 
House to announce that the Cab­
inet changes already published 
would take effect on the tenth of 
December instead of being deferred 
as had been arranged until the 
fourth of March next. Attorney 
General Moody will don the black 
gown of the Supreme Court, Bona­
parte will be made Attorney Gener- 
eral, Metcalf will assume the Naval 
portfolio, Strauss will beeome Sec­
retary of Commerce and Labor and 
the only changes that will await a 
later period will be the transfer of 
Cortelyou to the Treasury Depart­
ment, the assumption by Ambassa­
dor Meyer of the offiee of Post­
master General and of Mr. Garfield 
of the portfolio of the Interior. The 
Interior Department this week has 
pfunged into another jungle of 
fraud which promises rich find­
ings. It is to be deplored that the 
aged Secretary has so much to do 
in flushing and prosecuting rail­
roads and land grabbers that he 
must be practically ignorant of the 
lax and disgraceful conditions in 
that great building epttunooly 
known as the Patent Office where 
his owe suite of offices are situated. 
In the corner diagonally opposite 
his own private office, he being in 
the South east corner apd the Com­
missioner of Patents in the 'north 
east corner of this great building 
occupying a square, sits a Commis­
sioner of Pateots under whose 
management the Patent Office has 
fallen farther behind with its work 
than at any previous period in its 
history. In some sinister vp way, 
sinister for thousands of inventors 
in this country so replete with in­
ventive genius, the Patent Office 
through a deplorable political sys­
tem has been the perquisite of the 
weak, senile and disgraced Senator 
Platt of New York. He has dicta­
ted the appointment of the present 
Commissioner as be did of his 
predecessor. Why the American 
inventor who supports the Patent 
office, making it the only paying 
and surplus producing bureau in 
the Government, should in an al­
leged reform Administration be 
subjected to the mismanagement of 
a weakling favorite of Senator Platt 
can be explained only as a survival 
of rotten politics. The Patent office 
has seven millions of dollars to its 
credit, money that inventors have 
paid in, each one paying the 
Government thirty-five dollars in 
Government fees for a patent, and 
this seven millions of dollars is the 
surplus saved after paying the 
salary of the Commissioner, the 
Assistant Commissioner, the Board 
of Examiners-in-Cbief, the Exam-
iner of Interferences and scores of 
principal and assistant examiners 
in the different divisions, the Chief 
Clerk, the Law Clerk and hundreds 
of subordinate clerks. This $7,000- 
000 is in a peculiar sense the earn­
ings and savings of thousands of in­
ventors. It has not cost the 
United States a cent but is a tax on 
the inventive genius that has given 
the country pre-eminence in the 
physical and mechanical world. It 
is said we are emerging iron that 
condition where political hacks can 
compel an administration to keep 
their hacks in office but oh! how 
slow.
A book called “The Family” and 
written by a society woman of 
Washington, Mrs. Herbert Parsons, 
wife of the Representative in Con­
gress from New York is creating a 
sensation throughout the country 
because of its so-called revolution­
ary views of marriage. Preachers 
are preaching against it in a thou­
sand pulpits, and the press is de­
nouncing it. As a matter of fact no 
one has yet read the book. It will 
not leave the publishers for a week 
yet, and the sensation loving pulpit 
andpress are criticising “something 
that somebody said” the book con­
tained. The result will be . to ad­
vertise a book that would never 
have been read outside of the circle 
of friends if it had not been so her­
alded and to give wide notoriety to 
an obscure little woman who prob­
ably aimed at nothing higher than 
to be considered “clever” among 
her set at Newport and Washing­
ton. The publishers no doubt sent 
out the advance notices that at­
tracted the attention of the clergy 
and the press and the louder these 
thunder the more delighted are the 
publishers, since nothing sells a 
book like having it preached 
against. *Mrs. Parsons is here in 
her Washington home. She has 
had her telephone detached and a 
special policeman has been detailed 
to guard the house from cranks. 
She cannot leave the bouse because 
reporters dog her footsteps and she 
is experiencing all the joys of fame. 
Before the nine days sensation, of 
the book expires she will have 
raked in a goodly pile from people 
who are not bothered a bit about 
“ trial marriages”, and who are per­
fectly satisfied with the old time 
arrangements with regard to both 
marriage and divorce, but who will 
want to know what “all the fuss is 
about.”
A great -deal of gossip was ex­
cited in Army circles here by the 
announcement that Secretary Taft 
had suspended the President’s 
order for the immediate discharge 
of the colored troops of the Twenty- 
fifth Infantry for their connection 
with the disturbances at Browns­
ville, Texax. It was supposed that 
the Secretary had yielded to the 
deluge of protests against the 
President’s action that have flooded 
the War Department and that the 
President on his return would be 
confronted with the necessity of 
over riding the Secretary or of res­
cinding his original order and 
thereby admit that he had acted 
precipitately. Those who were 
looking for an embarrassing tangle 
were disappointed, though, when 
Secretary Taft later gave orders 
that “thé proceedings for discharge 
be continued without delay.” A 
message had been received at the 
War Department from the-President 
saying that he bad acted with due 
deliberation in the matter and that 
nothing new had been introduced 
that would warrant the suspension 
of the order and he directed accord­
ingly that it be executed.
A PROPOSAL IN JAPAN..
Quaint Custom of Placing a Plant 
In an Empty Flowerpot.
Old customs appear to be fast disap­
pearing in Japan, a fact which cannot 
be wondered at considering the child­
ishness which lay at the root of many 
of the most picturesque, but in some 
of the Japanese islands the quaintest 
marriage formalities are observed.
In houses wherein reside one or more 
daughters of a marriageable age an 
empty flowerpot of an ornamental char­
acter is encircled by a ring and sus­
pended from the window or veranda 
by three light chains.
The Juliets of Japan are, of coarse, 
as attractive to the Romeos as those 
of ‘ other lands. But instead of sere­
nades by moonlight and other delicate 
ways of making an impression It is 
etiquette for the Japanese lover to ap­
proach the dwelling of his lady bear­
ing some choice plant in his hand, 
which he boldly, but, let us hope, rever­
ently, proceeds to plant In the empty 
vase.
This takes place at a time when he Is 
fully assured that both mother and 
daughter are at home, neither of whom, 
of course, is at all conscious that the 
young man is taking such a liberty 
with the flowerpot outside their win­
dow. This act of placing a pretty 
plant in the empty flowerpot is equiva­
lent to a formal proposal to the yonng 
lady who dwells within.
The youthful gardener, having set­
tled his plant to his mind, retires, and 
the lady is free to act as she pleases. 
If he is the right man she takes every 
care of -the gift, waters it and tends It 
carefully with her own hands, that all 
the world may see the donor Is ac­
cepted as a suitor. But if he is not a 
favorite or if stern parents object the 
poor plant is tom from the vase and 
the next morning lies limp and with­
ered on the veranda or on the path 
below.—McCall’s Magazine. «É
A West Virginia man gave his 
wife a $50 bill forty years ago when 
they were married. The other day 
when the man died his wife paid 
the identical bill on account of his 
tombstone.
The wealth of each person in 
United States, as figured by 
Census Bureau, was $1336.01 
June 30, 1904.
Disinadliiff a Tempter.
A pompous Chicago merchant, arro­
gantly carrying the signs of his pros­
perity about him, accosted an acquaint­
ance of his who conducts a successful 
rescue mission and said:
“James, I’d like to attend one of your 
meetings.”
“Certainly,” rejoined the minister, 
“but leave your watch and diamonds 
with the hotel clerk.”
“What?” asked the merchant in as­
tonishment. “Are not the men of your 
mission converted thieves?”
“True,” answered the mission leader 
softly, “but, George, you look so easy 
and wholesome. Really, I don’t want 
my men to regret that they promised 
me never to steal again.”
RECORDS.
In the number of his titles the Duke 
of Atholl, with twenty-three, holds the 
record.
The record bean for costliness is the 
vanilla, which sells at $12 a pound re- 
tail. ’ - \
The record for ham sandwich making 
is a thousand sandwiches in 11 hours 
25 minutes. •
The record lodging house is one for 
pilgrims at Mecca, which accommo­
dates 6,000 persons.
The record steam heating apparatus 
cost $180,000. It is that which heats 
the 11,000 rooms of the Vatican.
The record soprano voice was Lu- 
crezia Agujardi’s. This lady, who died 
in 1783, could easily strike C in altissi- 
mo.
* The record for millionaire honesty 
was held by the late Charles T. 
Yerkes, who, on recovering his fortune 
after his failure, repaid the claims of 
all his old creditors with 6 per cent 
compound interest.
Mr. Howells and the Poet.
A person called upon a certain editor 
of the Atlantic Monthly of the name of 
William Dean Howells and, producing 
a poem and courteous note of declina­
tion, indignantly demanded an explana­
tion.
“Do yon mean to intimate that this 
is not a good poem?” he challenged.*
“By no means,” hastily remonstrated 
Mr. Howells; “I think it Is very good 
indeed.”
"Then why”—in a somewhat mollified 
tone—“do you decline it? I consider it 
the best I have ever Written.”
“Ah, well,” said Mr. Howells, “after 
all, we have very few differences of 
opinion. Do you know,” he added in 
his gentlest voice, “I have long regard­
ed it as the best that Tennyson has 
ever written.” — George Harvey in 
North American Review.
Anchoring a Lightship.
A very effective method is employed 
to keep a lightship always in practi­
cally the same position. The ship is 
moored by three anchors which rest 
in the sea bed in the form of a triangle. 
When the tide alters its direction the 
vessel, of course, swings with it, but 
only to a limited extent. The ship can­
not change right over, as it would if 
only one anchor were used, for the 
three anchors each fix it in a different 
position and do not allow it to move 
more than a few yards.
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CHURCH SERVICES.
Parish of St. Paul’s Memorial P. E. Church, 
Oaks, Perkiomen, Audubon. The Rev. T. P. 
Ege, rector. Sunday services: Union Church, 
Audubon, 10.45 a. m., with Holy Communion 
first in month. St. Paul’s, Oaks, 3.30 p. m., 
with Holy Communion third in month 8.30 a. 
m. Children’s Evensong last in month 3 p. m. 
Sunday School 2.30 p. m. Vested choir. Free 
sittings. Cordial welcome. The rector, resid­
ing at Oaks, will be pleased to receive calls for 
visitation or ministration. Address Oaks P. O.
Evansburg M. E. Church, Rev. W. G. Steck 
pastor. Sabbath School, 9.30 a. m. Preaching,
10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Song and prayer ser­
vice, 7 p. m.
Trinity Reformed Church, Collegeville, Rev. 
F. C. Yost, D. D., pastor. Services next Sun­
day at 10 a. m. Sunday School at 9.4 Junior 
Christian Endeavor at 2 p. m., and.SeniorC. 
E. at 7 p. m.
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev. 
S L. Messinger, S. T. D., pastor. Sunday 
School at 9 a. m. Preaching at 10 a. m. and
7.30 p . m. Junior Endeavor prayer meeting on 
Sunday at 2 p. m. Y. P. S. C. E. prayer mee& 
Ing on Sunday at 6.45 p. m. Bible-Study class 
on Wednesday evening at 8 o’clock. All are 
cordially invited to attend the services.
Trappe Circuit United Evangelical Churchy 
Rev. George R. Riffert, pastor. Services for 
the coming Sabbath will be as follows: Trappe 
—Prayer meeting, 10 a. m.; Sunday School, 1.30 
p. m.; preaching, 2 30 p. m. Limerick—Sun­
day School,9.30a. m.; preaching, 10.30 a. m.; 
C. E., 7.30 p. m. Zieglersville—Sunday School, 
10 a. in.; preaching, at 7.30. Revival meet­
ings will be in progress during the week with 
the exception of Monday evening, and all peo­
ple are earnestly invited to meet with us.
Passenger trains leave Collegeville for Phila­
delphia : 7.03, 7.45,11.30 a. m., 8.05 p. m. Sun­
days—7.11 a. m., 6.23 p. m. For Allentown: 
7.45,11.02 a. m., 3.22, 6.05 p. m. Sundays—8.30 




—There is some reason to feel 
thankful
—Every day in the year,
—And particular reasons on
j-Tbanksgiving Day.
r*«-Let’s all be thankful
—-And temperate, gastronomically 
and otherwise.
—-“The man who has money to 
burn
Will find later on he has money 
to earn.”
—A tailor in the Strand, London, 
who, apparently, is an admirer of 
President Roosevelt, placards his 
window display: “Ni Nu Guds.”
—Isaac Stahl, of Bally, raised 
four pumpkins which weigh over 
600 pounds.
—A stiff hat, made in England 100 
years ago, is owned by George R. 
Miller, of Reading.
—Over 250 barrels of watercress 
have been picked this season on 
the Cameron farms, at Donegal 
Springs, near Marietta.
—A supposed mad dog, which 
bit seven other dogs in Marlbor 
ough township, was killed after an 
exciting pursuit by a large party 
of armed men.
•—To prevent his cows from jump­
ing over fences Emmor Hickman, 
of West Goshen, pierces their ears 
and ties them together with a small 
piece of cord.
—Wisdom is mostly the art of 
steering midway between the ex-' 
tremes.—Dallas News.
Because of the large number 
of foxes, other small game is dis­
appearing in New Hanover town­
ship.
—William H. Schultz, of Upper 
Hanover township, shot a blue 
hawk measuring 4J feet across the 
wings.
—What is bred in the bone will 
never come out of the flesh.—Pliplay.
—Percival Emerich, of Shartles- 
ville, has a tree that is bearing a 
second tcrop of plums, the size of 
hickory nuts.
—While playing around a bon­
fire young Moses Rath, of Bridge­
port, was pushed in by a compan­
ion and severely burned.
—Frank, the Humane Fire Com­
pany’s old horse, at Norristown, 
is to be put on furlough, with full j 
feed, for the rest of his days.
—Charles Gery, of Palm, wears 
a watch which is over 100 years 
old, his grandfather having given 
if to him, and it is a good time­
keeper.
—The constitutionality of the 
Auto Speed law, as enforced by 
Burgess Roberts, of Norristown, 
has been upheld by the Montgom­
ery County Court.
—The iron ore find on Henry 
Scbantz’s farm, near Dillinger, has 
been so abundant that they will put 
on several extra crews to mine it.
—Forty friends of William Rosen 
thal, publisher and editor of The 
Reading Post, tendered him a ban 
quet in honor of his 83d birthday 
anniversary.
. —But few people remain in the 
self-satisfied class after they once 
get acquainted with themselves.— 
Chicago News.
—It is seldom that punishment 
though lame of foot, has failed to 
overtake a villain.—Horace.
—The First Reformed Sunday 
School of Royersford raised $377 on 
Sunday for renovating the church 
building,
—Mrs. Clury Walker, colored, th 
oldest person in Reading, at the 
age of 104 years, threads a needle 
without using glasses.
—Because of the recent increase 
in wages, Reading Railway em 
ployes at Pottstown will receive 
$1000 more in the aggregate 
monthly than heretofore.
—From the toll collected upon 
one of the few remaining toll roads 
of Montgomery County, the Green 
lane and Goshenhoppen Turnpike 
Company has just declared an an 
nual dividend of 10 per cent.
W. C. T. U.
The Collegeville Union will meet 
at the home of Mrs. W. P. Fenton 
on Wednesday, December 4, at 
3 p. m.
Anniversary of M ite Society.
The fifteenth anniversary of the 
Mite Society of the Lower Provi 
dence Presbyterian church was 
held on Wednesday evening of this 
week. A very interesting program 
was presented.
Farm ers’ Institutes.
The Farmers’ Institutes arranged 
for Montgomery county include 
Centre Point, Dec. 31st and Jan 
1st; King-of-Prussia, Jan. 7th anc 
Dec. 8th ; Sanatoga, Jan. 14th anc 
15th ; Harleysville, Jan. 30th anc 
31st.
Farm Sold.
W. H. Missimer has sold his farm 
in Lower Providence to a gentle­
man from Philadelphia, on private 
terms. Mr. Missimer and the 
Misses Missimer expect to 
move to Norristown.
re-
Meeting of Farm ers’ Union 
Company.
The 75th annual meeting of the 
Farmers’ Union Company for the 
recovery of stolen horses, etc., will 
be held at Fairview Village Hall on 
Saturday, December 1, 1906, at one 
o’clock p. 'm.
Fell Dead While a t Work.
While helping to unload boxes at 
the Light Cycle Works, Pottstown, 
Friday evening, Wm. Peltz, pro­
prietor of an express business, sud­
denly fell over. Thinking he was 
joking, as was his wont, his assist­
ants paid no attention to him for 
some time, when an examination 
showed that he was dead. Heart 
disease was the cause.
A Norristown M agistrate Dead.
John C. Snyder, one of the oldest 
justices of the peace of Montgomery 
county, died at Norristown Sunday 
aged 78 years. He was also the 
oldest grocer in Norristown. He 
celebrated his fiftieth year in busi­
ness several years ago. He was a 
Fifth Ward magistrate for forty 
years, was a member of Borough 
Council for eighteen years and a 
former Corouer of the county. As a 
member of the Wayne Artillery in 
the fifties be lost an arm and had his 
eyesight injured by the premature 
explosion of a cannon while celebra­
ting Washington’s birthday. He 
was a life-long Democrat.
Turkeys for Hospital Dinner.
Tbe\three thousand patients and 
attendants, at the Norristown State 
Hospital for the Insane will be ac­
corded a bonteous feast, this 
Thanksgiving Day by Stewart John 
West, through the courtesy of the 
Board of Trustees. They will be 
served an abundancy of home-raised 
turkey meat, no less than 200 tur 
keys, of an average weight of 15 
pounds each, or*almost a ton 
half of fowl being Becessary.
and
A Rare Opportunity.
For the first time in many years 
an opportunity will be given the 
residents of Collegeville to hear 
one of the leading lights of the 
American platform. Mr. George R. 
Wendling will deliver his lecture 
“The Man of Galilee” in the chapel 
of Ursinus College on December1 5 
at 8 P. M. Those who have heard 
him need not be told of his power 
eloquence. To those who have not 
we would hint that the opportunity 
is a rare one.
W edding Anniversary.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson G. Price, Of 
near this borough, celebrated their 
10th wedding anniversary on Mon 
day evening. About one hundred 
persons were present from the 
vicinity, Norristown, Philadelphia, 
and other places, to share the pleas­
ure of the happy event. Fine re­
freshments were served in abund­
ance. In addition to receiving the 
felicitations of their host of friends, 
Mr. and Mrs. Price were the recip­
ients of many attractive and useful 
gifts, in silver, aluminum, and tin 
ware, cut glass, fancy china, and 
linen and embroidery work.
The S tate’s Share of Cost of Road 
Construction.
The total State’s share of the cost 
of roads completed and under con­
struction in this county amounts to 
about $97,533.79, which amount not 
only exhausts the entire apportion­
ment to Juoe 1st 1908, but con­
sumes about $6000 of the money 
available from June 1st, 1908, to 
June 1st, 1909. This leaves a bal­
ance of about $18,866.04 still avail­
able of the 1908-1909 apportionment, 
which, when applied to the cost of 
the roads recently advertised, wilj 
absorb Montgomery county’s entire 
apportionment.
Electric Railway C harter Applied for.
George Hoeger, William O. Lam­
bert, William C.. Riffert, Michael 
Kelley and John F. Lederach, will 
apply to the Governor on the 17th 
of December for a charter for the 
Lederachville and Pennsburg Elec­
tric Rail way Company. The route, as 
outlined in the charter application 
extends from Lederachville to Palm 
via Salford, Sumneytown, Penns­
burg and East. Greenville. At the 
first named place the new line will 
form a junction with the Trooper 
and Souderton line now being built, 
and at Palm connection will be 
made with the line now. projected 
from that point td Boyertown. The 
route adopted by the Company 
traverses a thickly settled commu­
nity in much need of railway facili­
ties.
In  Time of Peace.
In the first months of he Russia-Japan 
war we had a striking example of the neces­
sity for preparation and the early advantage 
of those who, so to speak, “have shingled 
their roofs in dry weather.” The virtue of 
preparation has made history and given to 
us our greatest men. The individual as well 
as the nation should be prepared for any 
emergency. Are you prepartd to success­
fully combat the first cold you take? A 
cold can be cured much more quickly when 
treated as soon as it has been contracted and 
before it has become settled in the system. 
Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy is famous for 
its cures of colds and it should be kept at 
band ready for instant use. For sale by J. 
W. Culbert, Collegeville, and M. T. Hun- 
sicker, Rahn Station.
Foot Ball.
The foot ball season at Ursiuus 
was closed for the ’varsity and 
scrub teams last Saturday, and now 
all interest is centered in the Fresh­
man-Sophomore contest to take 
place on Saturday, December 10. 
The ’varsity was defeated by Rut­
gers, for the first time in five years, 
at New Brunswick. The team from 
the local college put up a good game 
considering the crippled condition 
of several players and had Ursinus 
been able to put her best team in 
the field the score would probably 
not have been 29 to 5. The scrub 
team defeated the Pottstown Y. M. 
C. A., at home, IT to 0. The season 
that has just closed at Ursinus in 
several respects has been a poor 
one, but when the adverse con­
ditions under which the team 
played all fall and the hard sched­
ule are considered the season can 
not be called entirely unsuccessful.
Dr. Lower Will Preach.
Rev. Wm. Barnes Lower, D. D., 
will preach*in the Jeffersonville 
Presbyterian church next Sunday 
morning and evening. All welcome.
Boat Returned.
The row boat, “ Pastime,” that 
drifted away during high water 
about two months ago was returned 
to Mr. Klausfelder, manager of F. 
J. Clamer’s Collegeville Mills, last 
Saturday. It was found near Key- 
ser’s mill.
W oman Suffrage.
The Norristown and Collegeville 
W. S. A. will meet in the Y. M. C. 
A. Parlor, Norristown, on Wednes­
day afternoon, December 5, at 2.30. 
Program at 2 o’clock. Miss Mary 
J. Elliott, of West Philadelphia, will 
talk on “Italy, Picturesque and 
Sombre. ”
Post Card Surprise.
Myrtle Bare, daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. Harry Bare of Perkiomen, re­
ceived 102 souvenir post-cards as a 
surprise on her 10th birthday. The 
cards came from Ohio, Elmira, N. 
Y., Danville, Chester, Philadelphia, 
Manayunk, Norristown, German­
town, Phoenix ville, MQnt Clare, 
Port Providence and other places. 
Myrtle appreciates the souvenirs 
very much and thanks all who sent 
them. -
Ladies' Aid Society Meeting.
The Ladies’ Aid Society of Trin­
ity Reformed church met at the 
home of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph 
Eandes on Monday evening. After 
the regular business meeting the 
following program was rendered: 
Piaoo duet, Miss Fling and Miss 
Drum; vocal solo, Miss Faringer; 
cornet solo, Mr, Hoy Stoner; reci­
tations, Miss Neff; vocal solos, 
Miss Vanderslice; piano solo, Miss 
Saylor. There was a large attend­
ance and all had a good social time.
World W alker in Town.
Anton Hauslian, the Austrian 
world walker, and his wife and 
daughter, passed through this bor­
ough on Thursday. Their push 
cart was decorated with small flags 
of all nations. Mr. Hauslian and 
his family left Vienna six years 
ago, without a cent, pushing a.cart 
to earn $10,000 wagered against 
their walking 30,000 miles in seven 
years. At Philadelphia they had 
covered 27,005 miles and expect to 
cover 33,000 miles before they reach 
home, September 12, 1907. Hauslian 
is 41 years old, and, indluding 
English, speaks 27 different lan­
guages.
Sells Hore of Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy 
Than All Others Put Together.
Mr. Thos. George, a merchant at Mt. 
Elgin, Ontario, says : “I  have had the local 
agency for Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy 
ever since It was introduced into Canada, 
and I sell as much of it as I do of all other 
lines I have on my shelves put together. Of 
the many dozens sold under guarantee, I 
have not bad one bottle returned. I can 
personally recommend this medicine as I 
have used it myself and given it to my child­
ren and always with the best results." For 
sale by J. W. Culbert, Collegeville, and M. 
T. Hunsicker, Rahn Station.
DEATHS.
Mrs. Mary W. Schlotterer, wife 
of George Schlotterer, of Iron- 
bridge, died Wednesday evening of 
last week after an illness of several 
months of pulmonary trouble. De­
ceased was a daughter of Mrs. 
Hannah Weber, formerly of Jeffer­
sonville, now of Philadelphia. Mrs. 
Schlotterer is survived by two 
children and the following brothers 
and sisters : William H. Weber, of 
Norristown; Winfield Weber, of 
Philadelphia; Miss Emiro Weber, of 
Philadelphia; John and Maxwell, of 
Denver, Colorado; Mrs. Élla ‘Beid- 
ler, Del Norte, Colorado. The 
funeral was held Monday afternoon. 
Interment in the cemetery of the 
Presbyterian church at Jefferson­
ville.
Henry R. Tyson, after an illness 
of about four months due to paraly­
sis, died Saturday afternoon at his 
home in Ironbridge, aged 73 years 
and 11 months. Three children 
su rvi ve—Mary, wife of Ivin Chantry, 
and Lillian, at home, and Norman, 
of Chester, Pa. The deceased was 
an uncle to H. T. and M. T. Hun­
sicker. The funeral services were 
held on Wednesday of this week at 
1 p. m. at the Lutheran church and 
cemetery, Trappe; undertaker 
Frank Shalkop in charge of arrange­
ments.
S50,000 for a Hotel.
Wyndham hotel property 
Ambler was sold last week by 
Alexan4er Hipson, of Atlantic City 
to George J. Kern, of Ambler, who 
leased the property nearly two 
years ago. The consideration 
said to be $50,000 in cash.
Burglars Wreck Church Safe.
.The safe of the Reformed Church 
of the Ascension, Norristown, was 
wrecked by burglars last week 
The thieves were unable to open 
the door of the safe, but it was so 
badly damaged as to be ' rendered 
useless. They were unusually 
bold, as the curch adjoins the court 
house and is directly opposite the 
police stsftion, where two policemen 
are on duty all thè time. Eotrance 
was effected to the church by fore 
ing a window. The discovery was 
accidental.
At Hymen’s Altar.
On Tuesday, November 27, at the 
home of the bride’s parents, Mr 
and Mrs. E. S. Moser, Fifth avenue 
this borough, Mr. Charles Grove 
Haines and Miss Bertha Moser 
were united in wedlock. The cere 
mony was performed at high noon 
by Rev. O. P. Sbellbamer, of York 
Pa., in the presence of about fifty 
relatives and friends. Mrs. J 
LeRoy Roth, of Paterson, N. J., i 
sister of the bride, was matron of 
honor. Mr. J. LeRoy Roth, a class 
mate of the bridegroom, was best 
man. The wedding march, from 
Lohengrin, was performed by Miss 
Margaret Moser, also a sister of the 
bride. A reception, the usual con 
gratulations, and dinner followed 
the ceremony. The newly wedded 
couple received many useful and 
attractive gifts. During the after­
noon the bride and bridegroom left 
for Atlantic City, with the expecta­
tion of remaining several days in 
the city by the sea. Upon their re­
turn they will occupy rooms, in the 
house at the corner of Main street 
and Sixth avenue, this borough. 
The bridegroom is a native of York 
county and a graduate of the class 
of 1903 of Ursinps College. During 
his college career he won a scholar­
ship and later a fellowship in the 
Columbian University, New York 
city, where fie pursued a prescribed 
course in the Graduate and Legal 
Departments. He is at present a 
member of the faculty of Ursinus 
College, filling the chair of History 
and Political Science. As is gener­
ally known the bride is a native of 
this vicinity. After attending pub­
lic school at'home and the Millers- 
ville, Pa. Normal School she taught 
school and later graduated from 
Ursinus College as a member of the 
class of 1902. Her work at college 
was followed by discharging the 
duties incideat to the principalship 
of the High School of this borough 
for three successive terms.
The boys of the public school 
were much in evidence soon after 
the marriage ceremony, and furnish­
ed plenty of noise with their old tin 
buckets, cans, etc. They also 
managed to shower lots of rice upon 
the bride and bridegroom as they 
were about to leave for Norristown 
in Henry Yost’s automobile.
James Hoffman, of Fairview Vil­
lage, died of internal cancer on 
Tuesday evening, aged 58 years. 
Deceased leaves a widow and six 
children — three sons and three 
daughters : Joanna, wife of Geo. A. 
Seipt, of Worcester; John B., of 
Wilmington; James B., of Calexico, 
California; Norman, of Norristown; 
Bessie, wife of Horace Seipt, of St. 
Paul, Minnesota; Blanche, at home. 
The funeral will be held on next 
Saturday, all services at the house 
at 12.30; interment at Riverside 
cemetery, Undertaker J. L. Bechtel 
in charge of arrangements.
D ishonest Domestic.
After Mary Cawley, a domestic, 
had left the household of E. A. 
Perry, of Worcester, it was discov­
ered that Mary had stolen and taken 
with her in her trunk a number of 
articles,, including two gold rings, 
bracelets, several gold chains, neck­
tie box and contents, mufflers, 
knives, shears, umbrella, silver 
coins, two gold coins, and a well- 
filled child’s t^ank was broken open 
and the money taken. Mr. Perry 
went to Philadelphia and reported 
the case to the police department. 
Soon after he was notified of the ar­
rest of the Cawley girl for robbing 
the mistress of a boarding house 
where she had a room. A search 
of her trunk revealed some of the 
articles stolen from the Perry home, 
but the money and coins were gone. 
She will be tried in Philadelphia, 
and after the authorities there are 
through with Mary she is likely to 
face the Montgomery county court.
PERSONAL.
Mrs. Chas. Spiess, of Philadel­
phia, was the guest of Burgess and 
Mrs. F. J. Clamer for a few days 
this week.
Mrs. Dr. Cornish and her mother, 
Mrs. Rauch, attended the funeral of 
Mr. Cartledge, brother to Mrs. 
Rauch, in Philadelphia, Wednesday.
Rev. S. W. Ebhert, D. D., of Car- 
lisle, Pa., called upon a number of 
his friends about town last Friday.
Miss Grubb, of this borough, will 
spend several months with Mr. and 
Mrs. L. C. Brownback, of Chester 
county.
In Relation to the New Primary Law.
In ample season sundry news­
papers are engaged in the laudable 
work of enlightening the public in 
general and voters in particular as 
to the so-called Uniform Primary 
Law adopted by the last Legisla­
ture. The chief understandable 
features of the law are: Candidates 
to be elected at the February elec­
tion are to be nominated at the win­
ter primaries on the fourth Satur­
day before the day of election. The 
Spring primaries, for the nomin­
ation of county and other candi­
dates of the several parties will be 
held on the fourth Saturday in 
June, except in Presidential years, 
when they will be held on the 
second Saturday in April. This 
much of the law is plain. But how 
are the candidates to be voted in 
February to be nominated? The 
new law, which as to some particu­
lars is as clear as mud, implies that 
they may be nominated in the good 
old way. That is to say, the law is 
not mandatory on this point. But 
suppose the new fangled method— 
whatever it may be according to 
law—is adopted, how then are the 
nominations to be made ? I t  would 
seem that, if the law is to be ap­
plied to the townships and bor­
oughs as it is supposed to apply to 
first, second, and third-class cities, 
it will be necessary for Bill Smith, 
Tom Jones, and Riley Rinks, aspir­
ing to bold township or borough 
offices, to file evidence of their as­
pirations with the County Com­
missioners, and the Commissioners 
will be expected to furnish the bal­
lots containing the names of the 
candidates for nominations for the 
convenience of those who will at­
tend the primaries and cross-mark 
the tickets, and thus indicate the 
names of their favorite candidates. 
Under the present and old method 
it is often a, difficult matter to se­
cure sufficient candidates to run the 
gauntlet of election in small bor­
oughs, and under the new primary 
law it is not very probable that 
even overly patriotic citizens will 
bump against each other in their 
zeal to apply a lot of useless red 
tape in securing nominations. Not 
probable. The Uniform (?) Prim­
ary Law may serve some desirable 
purpose as applied to the nomin­
ation of county candidates. The 
filing of certificates On the part of 
the candidates with the Commiss­
ioners and the preparation of bal­
lots containing the names of the 
candidates will put the matter of 
ticket-making with the voters of 
the several parties direct and dis­
pense with county conventions, 
free dinner tickets, and some spon­
taneous oratory. Time will demon­
strate the wisdom or unwisdom of 
the law in this particular. But it 
is safe to assume that if the law is 
applied as to the selection of candi­
dates to be voted for at the Febru­
ary election, there will be much 
confusion and dissatisfaction all 
around, for; the reason that the 
present method is entirely sane, 
simple, j efficient, and satisfactory. 
That a law should be made permit­
ting complication in the matter of 
nominating candidates for local 
offices, is only additional evidence 
the curse of much lawmaking by 
men who have more ambition than 
common sense.
A T ear of Blood.
The year 1803 will long be remembered in 
the home of F. N. Tacket, of Alliance, Ky., 
as a year of blood ; which flowed so copi­
ously from Mr. Tacket’s lungs that death 
seemed very near. He writes: “Severe 
bleeding from the lungs and frightful cough 
had brought me at death’s door, when I be­
gan taking Dr. King’s New Discovery for 
Consumption, with the astonishing result 
that after taking four bottles I was com­
pletely restored and as time has proven 
permanently cured.” Guaranteed for Sore 
Lungs, Coughs and Colds, at Joseph W 
Culbert’s drug store. Price 50c. and $1.00. 
Trial bottle free.
Married 65 Years.
Amos De Hart and his wife, Mary, 
of Stony Creek Mills, Pa., enjoy the 
distinction of having been married 
for 65 years, raised a dozen children, 
30grandchildren and 14great-grand­
children living, and Mr. DeHart is 
still a well known hunter.
Hade Happy for Life.
Great happiness came into the home of S. 
C. Blair, school superintendent, at 8t. Al­
bans, W Va., when the little daughter was 
restored from the dreadful complaint he 
names. He says : 1 My little daughter bad 
St. Vitus’ Dance, which yielded to no treat­
ment but grew steadily worse until as a last 
resort we tried Electric Bitters; and I re­
joice to say, three bottles effected a complete 
cure.”  Quick, sure cure for nervous com- 
p'aints, general debility, female weaknesses, 
impoverished blood and malaria. Guaran­
teed by Joseph W. Culbert, the druggist. 
Price 50 cents,
LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS, PUBLIC SALES, ETC.
\  WEEK’S HEWS COB PEE SEP
Thursday, November 22.
1 The National Farmers’ Grange vote 
Id to hold Its 41st annual convention 
|n 1907 at Hartford, Conn.
Bishop John J. Tigert, of the Metho­
dist Episcopal Church South, died at 
ITulsa, I. T., after an 111 of 10 days.
James D. Ferguson, one of the found­
ers of the Philadelphia Produce Bx- 
ejiange, dier at his home In that city, 
aged 70 years.
Harry Leddy was arrested at Ep- 
ping, N. H., on suspicion of being con­
cerned in the death of Miss Mamie 
Ricker, at Paterson, N. J.
After kissing his mother good-bye 
Bummers Raibsome, of Williamsport, 
Pa., committed suicide because his 
father had reproved him for miscon­
duct
Friday, November 23. 'J  - 
Four men attempted to rob the Na­
tional Bank of Pleasant Unity, near 
Greensburg, Pa., but were driven off.
Six men were- drowned when the 
steam barge Resolution sprung a leak 
and sank outside the harbor at To­
ronto, Ont
Dominick Bannor and Francisco 
Friesco were killed at Huntingdon, 
Pa., by a fast train on the Pennsylva­
nia railroad.
The home of James Menselle, at 
Latrobe, Pa., was blown to pieces, and 
Almeda Dronesi, a boarder, was killed, 
when a keg of powder exploded.
Bert Cavagna, teller of the First Na­
tional Bank, at Cincinnati, O., con­
fessed that he embezzled $31,600, and 
was held in $20,000 bail for trial.
Saturday, November 24.
The New York Central Railroad com­
pany granted their firemen an increase 
in wages averaging 6 to 7 por cent 
Joseph Owick and Walter Persh- 
ltaski were killed by a fall of rock in a 
plaster mine near Grand Rapids, Mich. 
Dr. William H. Chandler, emeritus 
[ professor of chemistry at Lehigh Uni- 
L versity, at Bethlehem, Pa., died on a 
I complication of diseases, aged 65 
I  years.
A Philadelphia jury awarded the 
[ parents of William Holmes, who was 
' killed in a railroad wreck near Harris­
burg, Pa., in May, 1905, $10,500 dam­
ages In their suit against the Pennsyl­
vania railroad.
Monday, November 26.
The Reading Iron company has of­
fered the striking puddlers at its Dan­
ville plant an advance of 12% per 
cent
H. C. Burch, proprietor of the Ebbit 
house, in Washington, D. C., and one 
[ of the best known hotel men in the 
I country, died of indigestion, aged 64 
[ vears. '
A federal investigation is being 
made of the whereabouts of Professor 
Y. Yamashita, instructor of Japanese 
wrestling a t the- naval academy at 
Annapolis, Md.
The Adams Express office at Kay- 
ford, W. Va., has been robbed of $6000, 
$5000 of it belonging to C. W. Boxley, 
a  railroad contractor, and was for Sat­
urday’s pay roll.
Tuesday, November 27.
The Reading Railway Company has 
[ refused the demands of the trainmen 
[ for a 10-hour day.
As the result of a grudge, John Up­
ton shot and killed Jim Herald at Mid- 
dleboro, Ky., and escaped to the moun­
tains.
In the presence of 50 frightened men 
j and women in a New York trouser 
[ factory, Guiseppe FI glia, an Italian, 
f shot and killed his sweetheart.
Judge George Gray, of Delaware, has 
accepted the appointment as umpire 
| , on the board of arbitration to settle 
the differences between the Southern 
Railway Company and its machinists.
Wednesday, November 28. 
Bishop George F. Seymour, of the 
| Episcopal church, is critically ill with 
i pneumonia at Springfield, 111.
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe 
Railway company granted an increase 
of four cents an hour in wages to its 
trainmen.
Fire destroyed the handsome Y. M. 
C. A. building and several other 
buildings at New Britain, Conn., en­
tailing a loss of $100,000.
United States Senator Knox, of 
Pennsylvania, has accepted an invita­
tion to' be the commencement day 
orator at Yale law school next June.
Ironbridge Echoes.
Do hot forget the play in Eagle 
Hall on Saturday evening, Decem­
ber 31. Admission 15 and 20 cents.
There were two deaths in the 
village the past week, Mrs. Schlott- 
erer and Henry Tyson. See other 
column for additional mention.
Among recent visitors the follow­
ing were observed: Miss Sherrick, 
of Norristown, I. P. Williams of 
Royersford, and Mrs. Undercoffler, 
of Schwenksville.
PRODUCE QUOTATIONS
The Latest Closing Prices In thfe 
Principal Markets.
PHILADELPHIA — FLOUR firm; 
winter extras, $2.80@3; Penna. roller, 
clear, $3.05@3.20; city mills, fancy, 
$4.40@4;65. RYE FLOUR firm; per 
barrel, $3.75. WHEAT firm; No. 2 
Penna. red, 76@75%c. CORN steady; 
No. 2 yellow, local, 55%c. OATS firm; 
No. 2 white, clipped, 39%c.; lower 
grades, 38%c. HAY firm; No. 1 timo­
thy, $17@17.50, large bales. PORK 
firm; family, $19.50. BEEF steady; 
beef hams, $19. POULTRY: Live 
steady; hens, 14@14%c.; old roosters, 
10c. Dressed steady; choice fowls, 
15c.; old roosters, 10c. BUTTER steady; 
creamery, extra, 33c. EGGS steady; 
selected, 34@36c.; nearby, 32c.; west­
ern, 32c.; southern, 29@31c. POTA­
TOES steady; per bushel, 70@75c.
BALTIMORE—WHEAT easier; No. 
2 spot,76%@76%c.; steamer No. 2 spot, 
68%@69c.; southern, 68@74%c. CORN 
firm; mixed spot, 49%@49%c.; steam­
er mixed, 46%@46c.; southern, 42@ 
48%c. OATS firm; white, No. 2, 
40@40%c.; No. 3, 38%@39%c.; No. 
4, 36%@37c.; mixed No. 2, 38%c.; No. 
8, 37%@38c.; No. 4, 35%@36c. BUT­
TER firm; creamery separator extras, 
27@27%c.; held, 20@22c.; prints, 27@ 
29c.; Maryland and Penna dairy prints, 18@19c. EGGS firm; fancy Maryland 
and Penna., 31c.; Virginia, 31c.; West 
Virginia, 30c.; southern, 28@29c.
Live Stock Markets.
PITTSBURG (Union Stock Yards)— 
CATTLE—Supply light, market high­
er; choice, $5.75@6; prime, $5.40@5.70. 
SHEEP—Supply light, market steady; 
prime wethers, $5.40@5.50; culls and 
common, $2@3; lambs, $5@7.50; veal 
calves, $7.50@8. HOGS—Supply fair; 
market lower; prime heavies, mediums 
and heavy yorkers, $6.30; light york- 
ers and pigs, $6.30@6.35; roughs, $5@ 
6.75.
Items From Trappe.
The road question was sufficient 
cause for a very warm and vigorous 
dicussiou the other evening. If 
needed repairs follow, very-well.
—The annual meeting of, the 
Upper Providence Live Stock In­
surance Association will be held at 
the Lamb hotel, next Monday at 1 
p. m.
—A regular meeting of Town 
Council was held on Monday even­
ing. The acetylene gas ordinance 
is making progress. The light 
question is one that deserves at­
tention.
Elmer Schracky of Royersford, 
visited bis father Milton Schrack, 
Sunday.
James R. Weikel is having a col­
onial porch built to his house. It 
will be an attractive improvement. 
E. Poley has charge of the carpen­
ter work.
Mr. and Mrs.' Howard Reiff vis­
ited relatives in Worcester on Sun­
day. .
Captain D. M. Fulmer, of Rox- 
borough, visited friends in this 
borough and in Collegeville on 
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Wisler en­
tertained visitors from Norristown, 
Sunday.
Rev. W. O. Fegely delivered one 
of a course of lectures given under 
the auspices of the Lower Salford 
Alumni Association at Harleysville 
on Saturday evening.
Providence Square Notes.
J. K. Schwenl? and family spent 
Sunday with W. W. Hukens and 
family at Norritonville.
Wm. Force has a fine white Brab­
ham rooster 6 months old that 
weighs nearly ten pounds.
W. A. Shearer, the well-known- 
painter of Eagleville, has finished 
painting the residence of J. D. 
Frantz with attractive colors.
Maurice Naylor spent Saturday 
afternoon and evening in German­
town.
Miss Sara Frantz has gone to 
Lebanon to spend the next two 
weeks.
Mr. Betson, of Frankford, spent 
Monday and Tuesday with bis 
cousin, Maurice Naylor.
Miss Mary Permar is working at 
at dressmaking in Norristown.
Mr and Mrs. D. Newton Johnson 
spent Saturday evening with Mr. 
and Mrs. J. K. Schwenk.
Mr. and Mrs. George Walker 
spent Saturday in Philadelphia.
Master Russel Johnson was given 
a “postal surprise” in honor of his 
birthday last Friday.
J. Franklin Hunter, late of 
Mount Holly, N. J., has taken pos­
session of the property he pur­
chased of Mrs. John Trucksess.
George Walker is working for J. 
L. Heebner, of Norritonville, this 
week.
Jottings From Limerick 
Square and Vicinity.
Auctioneer Peterman, having re­
linquished farming operations, has 
taken possession of the premises he 
recently purchased of H. K. Poley, 
and will devote bis attention princi­
pally to his profession. Everybody 
admits that he is a good auctioneer.
Some time ago Horace Bartman, 
who is managing J. Warren Schlich- 
te r’s farm, had the misfortune to 
have his left leg fractured by a 
kick from a horse. Knowing that 
his corn erop remained unhusked 
his neighbors kindly arranged .to 
hold a husking bee Tuesday evening 
and render Mr. Bartman needed 
assistance.
Daniel Brubaker has tal$en 
possession of the old Tyson farm 
which he purchased of Mr. Peter­
man some time ago.
Mr. Taylor?s industry,' the mak­
ing of appliances for a popular game, 
is thriving, and his enterprise is 
duly appreciated by the com­
munity.
The. Benjamin T. Miller farm of 
about seventy acres was sold at pub­
lic sale to J. Harvey Peterman for 
$2500. A cheap property.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Thomas are 
entertaining a number of guests 
from Pottstown this Thanksgiving 
Day.
Mr. Wise, manager, reports busi­
ness brisk at J. Trinley’s steam 
mills.
Mrs. T. D. Kline and daughter 
and Robert Kline visited in Norris­
town and Philadelphia, Sunday.
George Geiger, who assists Mr. 
Gougler the buteber, had a narrow 
escape the other day from serious 
injury. He was on horseback by 
the roadside talking to a friend 
when an automobile dashed into the 
horse. The animal was severely 
bruised but the rider escaped in­
jury. The automobile was 'damag­
ed. Taking into account that the 
driver was reckless and that the 
machine was being operated on the 
wrong side of the highway., the re­
marks of one of the ’mobile party in 
the colloquy that followed the acci­
dent was' both cruel and im­
pertinent:—“ You ought to have 
your horse killed for not getting 
out of the way.” The insolence and 
recklessness of some of the auto- 
mobilists are frequently very 
aggravating to people* who must 
drive their horses on the public 
highways.
Deafness Cannot be Cured
By local applications, as they cannot reach 
the diseased portion of the ear. . There is 
only one way to cure Deafness, and that is 
by cohstitututional remedies. Deafness is 
caused by an inflamed condition of the 
mucou6 lining of the Eustachian Tube. 
When this tube gets inflamed you have a 
rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and 
when it is entirely closed Deafness is the re­
sult, aDd unless the inflammation can be 
taken out and this tube restored to the nor­
mal condition, hearing will be destroyed 
forever ; nine cases out of ten are caused by 
catarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed 
condition of the mucous surfaces. We will 
give One Hundred Dollars for any ciase of 
Deafness (caused by catarrh) that can­
not be cured by taking Hall’s Catarrh Cure. 
Send for circulars, free. F. J. CHENEY 
& CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75 cents.
Take Hall’9 Family Pills for constipation
FROM OAKS.
The Young People, the Christian 
Helpers, of the Green Tree church, 
held a social at the. residence of Mr, 
and Mrs. Jones Mattison, Tuesday 
evening. It was the first meeting 
of the kind held since last Spring. 
These meetings are held occasion­
ally, bringing together old' and 
young for social intercourse, as 
well as spiritual advancement. A 
quartet, consisting of Miss Bertha 
Yerger, soprano, Miss Bella Key- 
ser, contralto, JohD C. Dettra, 
tenor, and George J. Hallman, basso 
profundo, rendered several selec­
tions in fine style. Miss Leila Price, 
pianist. Miss Leila Price, recita­
tion; Miss Katberyn Detwiler and 
Breta Nichols and Samuel Beaver, 
readings; Mr. Jones Mattison made 
an impromptu address, well, put; 
well timed, and to the point. There 
were several present who could not 
be classed with the young people, 
yet they were young in heart, aDd 
you know when your heart’s all 
right why you’re all right, surely. 
The weather was rather unfavor­
able, but for all that there was a 
good turnout. The new pastor, 
Rev. Mr. McKee, was not able to be 
out, as be has a bad cold. Earl 
Mattison assisted in entertaining 
with a mandolin solo, Miss Price 
accompanying on the piano. Amos 
G. Ellis was leader of the meeting. 
There were present Miss Leila M. Price, 
Mrs. George A. Richardson, Miss Katbe­
ryn Detwiler, John J. Umstead, S. H. 
Yocum, George Yocum, Mrs. John U. 
Francis Jr., Arthur Francis, Mrs. Dr. 
Brown, Miss Bertha Yerger, Earl Sands, 
Miss Bessie B. Parsons,. Sara H. Parsons, 
Laura J. Brower, Miss M. Myrtle Rambo, 
John C. Dettra, Breta Nichols, Francis 
Eavenson Jarrett, M attie J. Hopson, 
Frank H. Jarrett, Amos G. Ellis, Miss 
Anna .M. Crouse, Jennie U. Gotwalts, 
Paul E. Espenship, Charles S. Radcliff, 
Catherine Hamer, Miss Edna F. Gotwals, 
George Ellis, A. H. Francis, Miss Alice 
Brower, Anna M. Schaffer, Mrs. Yeager, 
Earl Mattison, Mr. and Mrs. Jones Mat­
tison, Oaks; Mr. and Mrs. J . G. Christ­
man, Mrs. Cornelius Briley, Miss Alice 
Briley, Phoenixville; Mr. George J. Hall­
man, Samuel Reaver, Mont Clare; Miss 
Marie L. Ulmer, Audubon ; Miss Elizabeth 
Gotwalts, Yerkes; Miss Isabel M. Keyser, 
Wilmer Keyser, Geiseburg; Mrs. Emma 
Riley, Susan C. Jones, Ella M. Sheeder, 
Annie Sheeder, Bertha Riley, P ort Provi­
dence; and G. S. Nichols, Oaks. We en­
joyed a very pleasant time, and so did all 
who attended.
The Rev. J. L. Janeway was 
buried in the cemetery adjoining 
Saint Paul’s Memorial P. E. church, 
Oaks, Saturday. He died at bis 
son’s home, Media, and his body 
was brought here for interment. 
Rev. Mr. JaneWay was a chaplain 
in the Thirty-Fourth New York 
Begiment, which was attached to 
Paul’s First Brigade, First Di­
vision, First Army Corps; A. P., 
which participated in the battle of 
Gettysburg, the first Infantry to ar­
rive and to open 'the battle on the 
morning of July first. General Bu­
ford’s Cavalry had a brush with the 
Confederate Infantry near Scherr’s 
Tavern, intercepting a force of Con­
federates sent to Gettysburg to 
gather in the ransom General Ewell 
had demanded of the citizens of the 
town, and instead of the thirty 
thousand pairs of shoes and stock-
The sale of building lots offered 
by A. H. Brower, administrator of 
John E. Brower, deceased, Wednes­
day, was well attended, if the 
weather was unpleasant. John U. 
Franciis Jr. bought several lots, as 
did George Smith, near his bouse.
Excavations are being made for 
an extension to the station building 
at Perkiomen Station, Pennsy R. R. 
Not until needed does the railroad 
companies make many improve­
ments, and this improvement was 
needed muchly. Ladies and gen­
tlemen, hoodlums; dagoes, hunks, 
and all manner of society huddled 
into one small room with benches 
most generally filled with express 
goods. The increased passenger 
traffic demanded some improvement 
if only for the ,sake of common de- 
denoy.
The Montello Brick Company’s 
excavations through the higher 
ground on their farm to the lower 
ground and meadow along the 
Perkiomen creek will give drainage 
to the pit and save steam power to 
pump the water out of the ,pit after 
a heavy rain.
ings and other valuables, lead was 
bande.d out to them and a shroud 
or winding sheet would have been 
better'than shoes, stockings, cloth­
ing, etc.,: for some of them. Rev. 
Mr. Janéway had passed the three 
spore years and ten, was a kindly 
hearted man and a member of Post 
45, C. A. R., Phoenixville, Pa.
Oweo S. Moyer, of Norristown, is 
à candidate for Steward of the Mont­
gomery County Almshouse. Mr. 
Moyer was at one time thefarmer of 
the farm at the Montgomery County 
Home, and the Directors were not 
àny ways slow in acknowledging his 
ability, his wòrthinèss as a good 
farmer. Then why wouldn’t he be 
a good Ste ward ? It would be a re­
ward for his good stewardship ren­
dered as farmer of the county farm?
Mrs. Howe, of New York, inter­
ested in missionary work, occupied 
the pulpit of Green Tree church;, 
Sunday. .
Protracted meetings will begin in 
the Green Tree church Sunday. It 
is expedited the Rev. Mr. SWeigart 
will preach at these series of 
meetings.
Thanksgiving services will be 
beld in the Green Tree church in 
the evening instead of morping. 
This will give the ladies a chance 
to cook and dish up the Thanks­
giving turkey, goose, duck or 
chicken, and come to church in the 
evening and enjoy the services.
Mike Radcliff was a visitor to 
Norristown, Sunday.
Ther Park Commission visited 
Valley Forge Park, Saturday. Col. 
Nicholson among the number.
Services are held in the Memorial 
Church, Valley Forge,/every Sun­
day afternoon, and a flag is un- 
furled"to the breeze every Sabbath.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Famous 
and Mrs. Jones and daughter gave 
us ft call Sunday, at our shack, Val­
ley Forge Park.
. Hope ail the readers of the I nde­
pendent may havé a happy and 
pleasant time Thanksgiving, and 
not forget to give thanks.
Mr. William Gotwalts, of .Wash­
ington, D. C:, is visiting Mr. John 
Gotwalts.
Famous Strike Breakers.
The most famous strike breakers in the 
land are Dr. King’s New Life Pills. When 
liver and bowels go on strike, they quickly 
settle the trouble, and the parifying work 
goes right on. Best care for constipation, 
headache, and dizziness. 20c. at J. W. 
Culbert’s the druggist.
N o t i c e .The annual meeting of the Perki­omen Branch of the Milk Shippers’ Union 
will beheld a t Yost’s hall, Schwenks­
ville, Monday, December 3, 1906, a t 1.30 
p. m., for the election of officers and the 
transaction of other business tha t may 
broperly come before the meeting,
A. H. DETWILER, President. 
D. M. CASSELBERRY, Secretary.
^(UBLIO SALE OF
REAL ESTATE
AND PERSONAL PROPERTY !
Will be sold a t  public sale, on the prem­
ises, in the borough of Collegeville, on 
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 6, 1906, the 
real estate and personal property, of the 
Collegeville Canning Company, consisting 
of about three-fourths of an acre of 
ground, with siding connected with the. 
Perkiomen Railroad; 40-horse power 
boiler, 20-horse power engine, Deene steam 
pump, three iron cooking kettles, tomato 
scalder, gas carburetter, several tanks, 
wagon scales, bushel crates, etq. The 
ground is admirably located for the erec­
tion of a manufacturing plant. Sale a t 
1.30 p. m. Conditions by
COLLEGEVILLE CANNING 
COMPANY.
F o u n d .A watch; owner can have same by proving property and paying'for this ad­
vertisement. Apply a t
THIS OFFICE.
FOkl MALE.A fine old-fashioned cherry desk, 
over.100 years old. Apply to




By virtue of a w rit of Levari Facias 
issued out. of the Court of Common Pleas 
of Montgomery county, to me directed, 
will be sold a t public sale, on WEDNES­
DAY, DECEMBER 5, 1906, a t 1 o’clock 
p. m., in Court Room No. 1, a t  the Court 
House in the borough of Norristown, said 
county, the following described real 
estate:
All tha t certain messuage and lot of 
land situate in the village of Evansburg, 
in Lower Providence township, said 
county, to  wit:
Beginning a t  a corner of land now or 
late of Ephraim D. Boyer, bounded by the 
same, the middle of the Germantown 
Turnpike Road and land now or late- of 
Hannah M. Shupe and others, containing 
twenty-five perches of land, more or less. 
The improvements are- a two-story frame
A  store and dwelling house, 28 ft.by 20 ft., with a, two-story frame back building 16 ft. by 26 ft., and a one-story frame kitchen 16 ft. 
by 24 ft., storeroom  and two rooms on 
first floor, 5 rooms on second floor, attic, 
cellar, summer kitchen,- porch front, well 
and pump, outbuildings.
Seized and taken in execution as the 
property of David Whitworth and Thomas 
J. Siegfried, mortagors, and the titu lar 
owners of an undivided interest in mort­
gaged premises, and Alexander S. Horn 
real owner and ,to be sold by
EDGAR MATTHEWS, Sheriff. 
Down money $100.00.





F 4>r  s a l e  o r  r e n t .Late residence of the undersigned, 
situate in the borough of Trappe. Ap­
ply to DR! ROYER.
Fo r  r e n t .A part of a  farm house in College- ville. Possession can he given January 1, 
Ì907. Apply to
H. L. SAYLOR, Collégeville, Pa.
Fo r  r e n t .The blacksmith shop, near Oaks, formerly occupied by Harvey Geist, Ap­
ply to  W. M. KEYSER,
ll-22-3t. Oaks, Pa.
] 71©R RENT.
J A double-brick house with 12 rooms; 
suitable for two small families; large 
chicken yard; located just above borough 
of Trappe and along trolley line. Apply 
on the premises, to
ll-29-6t JOHN NACE.
Mittekuing  coming againwith another lot of
FRESH COWS!
LAMBS AT PRIVATE SALE.
Will be sold a t public sale on FRIDAY, 
DECEMBER 7, 1906, a t Perkiomen
Bridge Hotel, 25 fresh cows from Centre 
county, where I select the kind tha t please 
farmers and dairymen. These cows are 
youDg, thrifty, big milk and butter pro­
ducers and money makers for buyers. Lot 
of fat lambs a t private sale on day previ­
ous, to sale. Public sale on December 7, 
a t 2 o’clock, rain or shine. Conditions by
J. W. MITTERLING. 
L.H. Ingram, auct. H. H. Robison, clerk.
ALL-DAY OPENING SALE. 
p ilB U t '  SALE OF
H O U S E S  !
COWS AND HOGS 1
f l i t
Will be sold a t public sale, on MON­
DAY, DECEMBER 3, 1906, a t Dunn’s 
Hotel, Gfatersford, Pa., a t  the the open­
ing of the new stock yards, one carload of 
West Virginia horses, 35 Shenandoah Val­
ley, Va. cows, and 250 hogs, shoats and 
pigs. I  have selected this stock myself 
and is as fine as I  ever had. The horses 
range in age from 3 to  6 years old, have 
good colors and the proper* size. I have 
roadsters, draft and general purpose 
horses so tha t my customers can have a 
pick from a good lot. I  will have horse 
buyers here who will buy your horses for 
cash whether you buy or not. The horses 
can be seen and bandied three days prior 
to  day of sale. The oows are mostly fresh 
and are big baggers-and milkers. Free 
dinner to bidders and buyers. Hog sale 
a t 9.30 o’clock a. m., and horse and cow 
sale a t 1 o’clock p. m. Conditions by
J. H. FISHER, agt.
Fo r  b a l e .Acme farm wagon and a large huck­ster wagon. Apply to
H. T. SPANGLER,
ll-22-3t. Collegeville, Pa.
Re p o r tO F  T H R  C O N D IT IO N  O F  T H K  N A T IO N A L  
B A N K  O F  S O H W K N K S V IL L B , A T  S C H W K N K B V IL L K , 
I1T T H R  STATIC O F  P E N N S Y L V A N IA , A T  T H R  
C L O S E  O F  B U S IN E S S ,"  N O V E M B E R  12, 1906.
RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts,..........................$179,982 68
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured ... 42 98
U. S. bonds to secure circulation........ 40,000 00
Bonds, securities, etc............... .......... 226,450 00
Banklnghouse, furniture and fixtures, 6,600 00
Other real estate owned....................... 1,180 00
Due from National Banks (not re­
serve agents..............................  1,309 46
Due from State Banks and bankers.. 409 14
Due from approved reserve agents.. . .  47,740 61
Cheeks and other Cash Items............  284 60
Notes of other National Banks........... 246 00
Fractional paper currency, nickels
and cents.................................... 601 63
L A W F U L  M O N E Y  R E S E R V E  IN  H A N K ,
Viz;
Specie...... ............................16,462 50
Legal tender notes............  2,600 00— 19,062 60
Redemption fund with U. S. Treas­
urer (6 per eent. of circulation) 2,000 00
Total,.................  $628,648 86
LIABILITIES.
Capital stock paid in , ................  $100,000 00
Surplus fund, .................... ................* 100,000 00
Undivided profits, less expenses and
taxes paid...................................... 27,688 72
National Bank notes outstanding,—  40,000,00
.Dice to Other National Banks, . ............  6,471 46
Dividends unpaid,........................ . !>•** JO
Individual deposits subject to cheek.. 248,664 17
T otal,...... ...................   .$623,848 36
State of Pennsylvania, County i 
of Montgomery, 1
I, John Gh Prizer, Cashier of the above 
named bank, do solemnly affirm that the above 
statement is true to the best of my knowledge 
find belief. _JOHN Gh PRIZER, Cashier. 
Subscribed and affirmed to before me this 17th 
day of November, A. D., 1906.
JONATHAN B.- GRUBB, N. P.
Correct—A ttest:
HENRY W. KRATZ, j
HENRY H. FEl’TEROLF, > Directors. 
JOHN P. KLINE, )
By virtue of a w rit of Levari Facias 
issued out of the Court of Common Pleas 
of Montgomery county, to  me directed, 
will be sold a t public sale, on WEDNES­
DAY, DECEMBER 5, 1906, a t 1 o’clock 
p. m., in Court Room No. 1, a t  the Court 
House in the borough of Norristown, said 
county, the following described real 
estate;
All tha t certain messuage and seven 
tracts of land situate in Skippack town­
ship, said county, to wit:
No. 1. Beginning in the middle of a pub­
lic road, bounded by the same and another 
public road and lands now or late of 
Philip Kriebel, Christian Hunsicker and 
others, containing 14 acres of land, more 
or less.
No. 2. Beginning in a public road lead­
ing from Skippack to  Evansburg, bounded 
by said road, lands now or late of David 
Kulp, other land herein described and 
others, containing 5 acres of land, more or
No. 3. Beginning in the middle of a pub­
lic road leading from Ironbridge to Mark- 
ley’s Mill, bounded by lands now or late 
of Abram Cassel, other land herein de­
scribed and said public road, containing 4 
acres and 23 perches of land, more or less.
No. 4. Beginning a t a corner of land 
now or late of Benjamin Johnson; bound­
ed by the same and lands now. or lale of 
John Detwiler and others, and the road 
leading to the mill road, containing 65 
acres and 102 perches of land.
No. 5. Beginning a t a corner of tract 
No. 4, bounded by lands now or late of 
Abraham Moyer, a public road leading 
from Skippack to  Evansburg, said mill 
road and tract No. 4, containing 5 acres 
and 7 perches of land, more or less.
No. 6. Beginning in-the middle of a pub­
lic road leading tb Hunsicker’s mill, 
bounded by the same, tract No. 4, lands 
now or late of Samuel Heyser and others, 
containing 3 acres of land, more or less.
No. 7. Beginning a t a corner. of land 
now or late of Isaac C. Hunsicker, in the 
middle of a public road, bounded by said 
road, lands herein describecL and others, 
containing 7 acres and 82 percees of land, 
more or less, the seven tracts containing 
104 acres and 54 perches of land, more or 
less.
The improvements are a three-story 
stone dwelling house 36 ft. by 32 
ft., porch front and back, four 
rooms on each floor, cellar; one- 
story stone outkitchen20 ft. by 16 
well of water a t  bouse. Stone and 
frame barn 58 feet by 60 feet, stabling for 
6 horses and 20 cows; wagon room in barn, 
one-story frame butcher shop 14 feet by 12 
feet, pig pens, chicken house and other 
outbuildings. Well of water a t barn.
Seized and taken in execution as the 
property of John D. Alderfer, mortgagor 
and tenant in possession, The Excelsior 
Saving Fund and Loan Association of 
Norristown; Pa., Sheriff’s vendee,_ and 
Henry M.. Alderfer, grantee of John D. 
Alderfer, real owner, and to be sold by 
EDGAR MATTHEWS, Sheriff. 
Down money $500.00.“
Sheriff’s Office, Norristown, Pa., Nov. 
12, 1906.
NO. 8404.
Treasury Department, Office op
Comptroller op the Currency.
Washington, p . C., October 17, 1906.
Whereas by satisfactory, evidence pre­
sented to  the undersigned, it has been 
made to  appear tha t “The Collegeville 
National Bank” in the village of College­
ville, in the County of Montgomery and 
S tate of Pennsylvania, has complied with 
all the provisions of the statutes of the 
United States required to be complied 
with before an association shall be au­
thorized to  commence the business of 
banking. Now, therefore, I, Thomas P. 
Kane, Deputy and Acting Comptroller of 
the Currency, do hereby certify tha t “The 
Collegeville National Bank” in the vil­
lage of Collegeville, in the County of 
Montgomery and S tate of Pennsylvania, 
is authorized to  commence the business of 
hanking as provided in* Section Fifty-one 
hundred and sixty-nine of the ' Revised 
S tatutes of the United States.
In testimony whereof witness my hand 
and seal of office this seventeenth day ol 
October, 1906.
S T. P. KANE,Deputy and Acting Comptroller of 11-22. the Currency.
W HEN YOU WANT TO BUY OK NEUL BEAU ESTATE, 
it is an easy m atter to  inquire of us and 
we will certainly be pleased to  give your 
inquiry immediate attention. If we don’t  
succeed in doing business with you the 
loss is ours, not yours
BROWN, CLOUD & JOHNSON,
Norristown, Pa.
Kk a l  e s t a t e  w a i t e d .Have buyers and renters waiting for desirable cheap country properties. Send 
in your list. No charge except I  make a 
sale. H. L. BECHTEL,
10-18. 3227 Ridge Ave., Pbila., Pa.
O Y S T E R S .
| y  FRESH, FAT AND GOOD. ^ ¡ }  
Primes, : . : : $1.00 per 100.
Stewing, : : : 60 ets. per 100.
ii-i5-4t. Co lleg ev ille  m a r k e t .
SWEET CIDER,Cape Cod Cranberries, New Jersey 
Sweet Potatoes, and all other good eat­
ables a t the
11-22. COLLEGEVILLE MARKET.
No t i c e .The annual meeting of the Upper Providence Live Stock Insurance Associ­
ation will be held a t Lamb Hotel, Trappe, 
on Monday, December 3,1006, a t 1 o’clock 
p. m. Tbe Board of Managers will meet 
a t  9.30 a. m.
JOHN D. SAYLOR, President. 
JOHN WANNER, Secretary.
N o t i c e  t o  t r e s p a s s e r sAND GUNNERS,
All gunners and hunters are hereby 
forbidden, under penalty of law, to  tres­
pass on the premises of the undersigned : 
D. H. Casselberry, Lower Providence, 
Skippack, and Upper Providence.
O. F. Reichenbach, Perkiomen Twp.
M. A. Fry, Lower Providence.
Samuel Sperry, Lower Providence. 
Hugh McLaughlin, Trappe, Pa.
H. L. Saylor, Collegeville.
Irwin Weikel, Trappe.
Es t a t e  n o t i c e .Estate of Elizabeth Roberts, late of the borough of Trappe, Montgomery 
county, deceased. Letters testamentary 
on the above estate having been granted 
the undersigned, all persons indebted to 
said estate are requested to  make immedi­
ate payment, and those having legal 
claims, to present the same withqut de­
lay to
WILLIAM ROBERTS, Trappe, Pa., 
EUGENE B. ROBERTS,
512 Newton Ave., Camden, N. J.,
Or their attorneys, Evans, D ettra and 
Brownback, Norristown, Pa. 11-29.
Es t a t e  n o t i c e .Estate of Kate H. Grater, late of Collegeville, Montgomery county, dec’d. 
Letters of administration on the above 
estate having been granted the under­
signed, all persons indebted to said estate, 
are requested to make immediate payment, 
and those having legal cl aims to present 
the same without delay to
WARREN H. GRATER,
Administrator,
11-15. . • Collegeville, Pa.
Es t a t e  n o t i c e .Estate of David Rahn, late of Up­per Providence township, Montgomery 
county, Pa., deceased. Notice is hereby 
given, tha t letters testamentary upon said 
estate have been granted to the under­
signed . All persons indebted to the estate 
are requested to make prompt settlement, 
and those having claims against the same 
will present them without delay to
M. B. LINDERMAN, Executor,
11-1, Limerick, Pa.
Es t a t e  n o t i c e .Estate of Abraham A. Landis, late of Lower Providence township, Montgom­
ery county, deceased. Letters testament­
ary on the above estate haying been 
granted the undersigned, all persons in­
debted to  said estate are requested to make 
immediate payment, and thoje having 
legal claims against the same to  present 
them without delay to
MATILDA LANDIS, 
HENRY C. LANDIS, 
Executors, 
Collegeville, Pa. 
Or attorneys, Evans, D ettra & Brown- 
back, Norristown, Pa. 11-8
A  FARM WANTED.A medium-sized farm or residence 
wanted a t a reasonable price.
THOMAS WILSON,
10-25. Eagleville, Pa.
W ANTED.A young man to  assist in meat 





I pay about $1.00 per head more, In cash, 
for first-class cattle or horses delivered to 
my place, than anybody else.
I pay for stock when I get two head or 
more at the same time and placet /  <j 
J3^~Both ’phones—United, 639 ; Bell, 11-1$.
G eo. W . Schw eiker,
PROVIDENCE MJUAKE, PA.
t
SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY.
P a V £Doodle
By Harriet Batcheloç Bradner 
Copyright, 1906, by Ruby Douglas
■ Hadley’s horse was stepping slowly 
down the country road, with an occa­
sional toss of his high bred head when­
ever a familiar fly alighted on his 
glossy coat. The reins lay inertly in 
the young doctor’s hands, for his mind 
was far afield. After a long silence 
he tifrned to the girl beside him and 
asked in a voice that he could not keep 
quite steady:
“Your answer is final, then? You 
won’t  marry me? And you—you don’t 
love me?” he added, with a helpless 
movement of his head. “Why, Eliza­
beth, I can’t realize it; X really can­
not.” And the blue eyes he turned on 
her were full of tears.
“I—Edward,” she began, “Edward, I 
ean’t bear to hurt you, but”— And 
her voice lost itself in a quick sob.
The young man put a quivering hand 
over the ones she had locked in her 
lap.
“Don’t cry, little Bess,” he said 
huskily. “It hurts me terribly to see 
you. If you can’t love me, you can’t, 
1 suppose, and I’ll have to bear it like 
many another man. But I—well, I 
loved you so much that it didn’t  seem 
possible that you could help liking me 
—just a little.”
That this humble, suffering man 
could be the same cold, unmoved per­
son who had, only a short time since. 
With such reluctance and ill concealed 
Impatience, left her for the bedside of 
a dying old woman seemed incredible 
Co Elizabeth. But she clung to her de­
cision to give him up, a course of ac­
tion made imperative by the dictates 
of her reason, so she answered hesi­
tatingly:
“1 am so sorry, Edward, but I 
can’t.”
They rode along in silence, the thor­
oughbred moving with nearly noiseless 
steps, and as they were turning an 
abrupt bend in the road half a mile
baised him with a gentleness op move­
ment WHICH WAS A REVELATION.
farther down a thin groan struck up 
from the tall wayside weeds. Hadley 
brought his horse to a standstill by a 
Violent jerk.
“What’s that?” he asked sharply. 
“Listen!”
Again the sound was repeated—a 
faint, piteous note of pain.
“It’s a baby,” declared Elizabeth, 
trembling, “and it’s hurt.”
Hadley was already poised between 
;the wheels of the runabout and in an 
instant was striding through the long 
grass, which he suddenly stooped to 
part. After an appreciable space he 
straightened up and held out a hand 
to Elizabeth, who had followed him, 
and the girl’s fingers closed tightly 
over it as she leaned forward to peer 
into the grass.
“Oh, Ned, a puppy!” she exclaimed, 
.relief and fresh pity blending in her 
jvoice, for at their feet lay a poor little 
jmorsel of a dog. His little black nose 
¡Was dry and bleached with pain, and 
the soft curly white of his hair, 
¡through which the skin showed faintly 
jplnk, was soiled by blood and dirt, and, 
jsaddest of all, one tiny hind leg lay 
shattered and limp in a pool of blood.
“Some brute has run over him and 
ichucked him in the gutter to die,” 
Hadley said between his teeth. “I 
[Only wish I  knew who it was.”
In a moment he stooped and, slipping 
| his hands under the little creature, 
¡raised him with a gentleness of move- 
ment which was a revelation to Eliza- 
|beth and which filled her eyes with 
sudden tears.
- “I’ll have to ask you to drive,” said 
the doctor as he got in the runabout 
after her; “It would hurt cruelly to put 
him down.” And then as he saw the 
anxious questioning of her eyes he an­
swered: “I think I can fix him up all 
right The leg is badly broken, but 
he’s so young I think It will mend 
j quickly.” He fell to watching the 
.quivering heart beat against the tiny 
¡ribs. The tip of a pale little tongue 
jjust showed in the dry mouth, and a 
| great brown ear fringed with black 
[drooped listlessly against the white 
pulsing throat.
“Isn’t he beautiful?” sighed the girl. 
i“How like a little hurt child he loons! 
uWhat does make people so careless and
so cruel?” As she turned her head 
sorrowfully away her glance fell upon 
a small boy standing by the roadside.
“Little boy,” she called, stopping the 
horse, “do you know whose dog this 
U ? ”
A pair of stolid eyes were obediently 
focused upon the puppy.
“Yep,” he announced after a mo­
ment’s survey; “that’s Sammy Casey’s 
•Patsy Dopdle: No; you,can’t find Sam­
my. Him an’ his maw moved to Platts- 
ville day ’for’ yeste’day. She’s a widow 
woman. Course they didn’t take him— 
dorè#’ is too easy got—an’ they had 
’nough to cart along ’ithout Patsy 
Doodle. Why, they had three”— But, 
her Interest in the Caseys’ movements 
having been satisfied, Elizabeth sudden­
ly touched the horse with the whip, 
and in a moment they had left the dis­
cursive urchin for behind.
Once in Hadley’s office the little dog 
was deposited upon the table and his 
broken leg bound up with deft and 
tender fingers. With the intelligence 
often vouchsafed his kind, Patsy 
Doodle seemed content to lie quite still 
and relaxed in the atmosphere of sym­
pathy. So motionless was his attitude 
that they though; he was sleeping, but 
when Elizabeth withdreW her hand 
from the head she had been softly 
stroking the great brown eyes, still 
bloodshot with pain, opened immedi­
ately with an anxious expression, and 
the puppy lifted his drooping ears in­
quiringly.
“See, Bess; he misses your touch,” 
said Hadley, dropping the towel with 
which he was drying his hands.
With a murmur of tenderness, Eliza­
beth slipped her hand under the soft 
little héad, and after a snuggling move­
ment of the nose, which was becoming 
moist again, Patsy Doodle gave a little 
breathing of content and, closing his 
beautiful eyes, fell asleep, like a tired 
child.
When the office had been restored to 
Its former immaculate order Hadley 
walked to the open window and stood 
looking moodily out upon the summer 
Street, but when Elizabeth stirred in 
her chair he turned quickly, for his 
mind was centered only upon the oc­
cupants of the office. She beckoned 
him, and he came across at once, seat­
ing himself on a comer of the table.
For a moment neither spoke; then 
the girl lifted her face and said in a 
tone that thrilled her companion:
“Ned, dear, I’ve done you a horrible 
injustice.”
Hadley leaned forward suddenly. 
“How?” he asked, with eager eyes.
Elizabeth caught a fluttering breath. 
“You remember the night they brought 
you the message that that old lady 
was dying and how you hated to go? 
Well, I thought your profession had 
made you cold and hard and unfeeling, 
as it has so many men, and after you 
had gone I—I decided that I couldn’t 
love a man like that”— Her voice 
trailed off uncertainly.
The doctor’s eyes darkened. “That’s 
another and the worst of the tricks 
that miserable old woman has played 
me!” he declared hotly. “Sweetheart” 
—his eyes claimed her attention—“I 
knew there wasn’t a thing on earth 
the matter with her when they sent 
for me. Some member of her family 
had probably got up sufficient nerve 
to put into execution a long cherished 
plan or something of that sort. She’d 
been dying regularly for the last two 
years whenever things didn’t go to 
suit her. And to think she came so 
near separating us!” He slipped his 
hand under the one In which the little 
dog’s head lay. “I owe everything to 
the intervention of Sammy Casey’s 
Patsy Doodle.”
'Our Patsy Doodle," gently correct­
ed Elizabeth.
THE GUANACO.
A Patagonian Animal That Seeks rta 
Own Graveyard. \
It seems from the accounts given by 
Darwin and by W. H. Hudson that all 
the guanacos of the southerh part of 
Patagonia must resort when the hour 
of death approaches to a certain spot 
in a certain river bed which has be­
come a ' perfect mausoleum of their 
bones.
Mr. Hudson notes that it is only the 
guanaco of the southern extremity of 
the South American continent that has 
this habit, a habit restricted to de­
scendants of forefather^ who lived in 
an extremely rigorous climate. Mr. 
Hudson conjectures that among these 
forefathers the instinct grew up when 
the stress of'hunger and cold was very 
dire of resorting to this sheltered place 
In the river bed, where they might find 
■warmth in their own closely collected 
numbers and possibly food. By a 
continual survival of those which be­
took themselves to this place of refuge 
the raise instinct would be formed of 
resorting thither when they felt the 
tides of life running low. This feeling, 
Mr. Hudson argues, their descendants 
are likely to experience now at the ap­
proach of the hour of death.
But now It is no longer just a pass­
ing spell of extreme' cold that leads 
them thither. The death call has come, 
and they must lay their bones In the 
common mortuary. It is not “in order 
to die” that the guanaco seeks this 
place; it would be nearer the truth If 
we were to say It was “in order to 
live.”
But the most true account of all Is 
that it Is in mere obedience to the in­
herited Instinct that the guanaco re­
sorts to this refuge.
Yet another Instance of this mysteri­
ous guidance is afforded by the habit 
•f the rattlesnakes In the colder coun­
tries to assemble together for hiberna­
tion in caves. These snakes on emerg­
ing from the caves cover long distances 
in their wanderings, their young are 
generally bom far away, and yet these 
young succeed in finding their way to 
the caves with the greatest certainty. 
—London Spectator.




Our display of all that is newest 
and most dainty in table 
silver is unexelled 
this season.
We show hundreds of patterns in sterling 
and plate.
Our prices are uniformly and consistently 
moderate.
¡Gorham’s Sterling and Plated Ware. 
Rogers and Bros. 1847 8ilverware.
Bird Sets, - - Stag handle, - - $1.00
Carving Sets," “  - . $2.50
8 ----- tTSE CtJLBERT’S ___
I  D I A R R H O E A  M I X T U R E
WtU cure y°ur Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Cholera Morbus, and all bowel troubles.
H  Best Tooth Powder, 10 Cents a Box. : Com Cure, 10 Cents a Bottle,
ft" fine box paper always on hand at
1 93b CULBERT’S DRUG STORE,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
J. D. SA LLA D E,
Jeweler and Optician,
16 E. Main St. Norristown, Pa. 
S ? ” Open every evening.
-  W hen in Norristown «
-----IT W IL L ------
P A Y  YOU
----- TO VISIT-----
SABELOSKY’S SHOE STORES,
86 AND 136 W. MAIM ST.,
Where you can get GOOD SERVICEABLE 
SHOES for Men, Women and Children 
at the LOWEST POSSIBLE 
PRICES.
” We give $10.00 of Crown Trading Stamps 
on all purchases of $1.00 or more.
CHAS. A. SABELOSKY,




There was strong family feeling In 
Brookby whenever any question affect­
ing a member of the little community 
arose. The matter of Abel Wood’s ar­
rest Illustrated the state of affairs.
“You see, we all knew he’d been dis­
honest In his dealings and that he’d 
ought to be put away for a spell, and 
the warrant was issued,” said Mr. Hall, 
explaining to a visitor w hit seemed 
like an unnecessary delay In a simple 
process of the law, “but ’twas kind of 
hard for us to settle on the best place 
to arrest him.
“You see, it had got to be done either 
at his mother’s—that’s the only good 
woman for extry scrubbing in the place 
—or else at his uncle’s—that’s the ex­
press agent, and none too obliging even 
when he’s feeling pleasant—or else at 
his brother-in-law’s—that’s the only 
man in town that’s got a fust class 
carpenter’s set-out, monkey wrench 
and ail. Anyway, the sheriff, being his 
fust cousin, made it kind of awkward, 
now I tell you.
“Seems to me we did pretty well to 
get him arrested inside of a week, con­
sidering what drawbacks we had to 
contend with.”
To Ran the Gantlet.
“To run the gantlet” originated in 
Germany and traveled thence to Eng­
land, finally becoming domesticated in 
America. In both the Ger.man and 
English armies and navies about the 
time of the settlement of America run­
ning the gantlet was a punishment for 
jnisdemeanor, the soldiers of a com­
pany or regiment being placed in two 
lines facing each other, each ma'n arm­
ed with a switch. The culprit ran be­
tween the two files and received upon 
his bare back the switches pf his com­
rades. An officer stood by to see that 
the punishment was properly enforced, 
and any soldier who failed to do his 
duty was himself liable to make the 
Journey between the two files. The In­
dians along the coast of Virginia are 
said to have observed this punishment 
inflicted upon some sailors of an Eng­
lish man-of-war and Immediately adopt­
ed the idea for torturing their ene­
mies; hence came the belief that the 
punishment or torture was peculiar to 
the aborigines of North America.
Some Men Like Their Tobacco Molat 
and Some Like It Drr.
The public taste for cigars varies in 
different localities and countries, and 
in all the large factories cigars are 
conditioned to suit the demands of the 
country to which they are to be sent 
In Europe, more especially In the Brit­
ish isles, the consumer of cigars re­
quires that they should be dry—in fact, 
almost brittle. It is a common Inci­
dent in that country to see a smoker 
take his cigar and place it to his ear 
to see if it will give forth a crackling 
sound, and If It does not crackle the 
cigar is considered too moist. Pipe 
smoking tobaccos, however, are re­
quired very moist.
In the United States the proper con­
dition for cigars and pipe smoking to­
baccos Is just the reverse. The Ameri­
can smoker requires his cigars in such 
a condition that the wrapper, binding 
and filler will yield to the pressure of 
the fingers without cracking or break­
ing the wrapper, while, on the other 
hand, the smoking tobaccos, especially 
the granulated tobaccos, must be mod­
erately dry.
Various methods are employed tar 
keeping cigars and tobaccos in the 
proper condition, but up to the present 
time no method has been devised that 
will act automatically. Both manufac­
tured tobacco and cigars are suscepti­
ble to climatic conditions, and It re­
quires the constant attention of the 
manufacturer and dealer to regulate 
the moisture in his stock cupboard or 
showcase: In retail stores great trou­
ble is experienced in keeping the air 
in the showcases in the proper condi­
tion, especially when these are con­
stantly being opened. In warm wet 
weather more moisthre is admitted 
than is needed, while during the cold 
winter months the cigars are apt to be­
come too dry, especially in the upper 
part of the showcases.—Science.
The Noble Horse
He deserves a warm and 
strong 5A Blanket- It 
will protect him from the bit­
ter cold, give him comfort, 
keep him healthy.
5A Blankets have a world­
wide reputatioh for strength
□angth of wear.liy a 5A Bias Girth for the Stable, ny a 5A Square for the Street.We Sell Them --------
“It’s Just Like This!”
When you have occasion to introduce 
any Plumbing Fixtures, or to have your 
home heated with steam or hot water, you 
want only the most skillful mechanics to 
plan and execute the work.
I “ It’s Just Like This!”
I Plumbing Fixtures, or a Heating 
Jk .Apparatus, are not put in for a day. Under 
proper conditions they last for generations.
“ It’s Just Like This V*
We are prepared to submit plans and install the latest style 
Plumbing Fixtures, or the most efficient Steam or Hot Water 
Heating Apparatus, at the lowest price consistent with good 
material and workmanship.
“It’s Just Like This!”
When you find it necessary to have any repairs made, send 
us your orders. We will not keep you waiting, nor will we put 
you to any avoidable inconvenience.
G-EO. F. CLAMER,
X -I2 . COLLEGEVILLE, PA,
Made to Order Suits take a back seat if you come to my store 
and inspect our beautiful suits from
Hart SchafEner & Marx
OF C H IC A G O .
Thelf.H.Benjamin Co.
Jobbers and Retailers of HARDWARE, 
PAINT8, TOOL8, ETC.,
N o. 2 0 5  Bridge St.,
PH4ENIX VILLE, PA.
J. P. STETLER, Manager.
#
First Printing Press.
The first printing press in the eastern 
settlement of America was set np in 
1638. In the summer of that year a 
ship bearing a printing press, a printer 
and three pressmen arrived on the 
shores of New England, the printer 
being Stephen Daye. In the same year 
the press was set up at Cambridge. 
One of the earliest • and perhaps the 
most celebrated of the Issues was “The 
Bay Psalm Book.” It Is interesting to 
know that the actual press is still pre­
served. After various wanderings In 
Boston, Connecticut, New Hampshire 
and Vermont It was found In Windsor 
county and presented to the Vermont 
Historical society.
I t
YOU W ILL 
H A K E  NO
-  STYLES EXCLUSIVE-
The Finest Workmanship, Perfect Fitting, and every garmerfc 
guaranteed strictly all wool. In fact all our SUITS AND 
TROUSERS, as well as
BOYS’ AND CHILDREN’S SUITS
must come from good reliable people. We only buy the the best 
and on account of our small expenses we are far below  
in prices than in yonder city.
Shall be pleased to have you come and look over our 
assortment and compare prices whether you buy or not. We 
are always at your service.
M ISTA K E I
Silenced.
"What did yon mean by starting the 
etory that I was an unbeliever In the 
Scriptures?” asked the deacon in great 
wrath.
“Well, dee kin,” said the man who 
had originated the report, “you know 
you told me that all you said about 
that hoss I  bought was as true as gos- 
pill. An’ you know how true it was.”
“Er—ah,” said the deacon.
His Education.
“Yes, Markley came in for a  fortune 
the other day. He’s actually got more 
money now than he knows what to do 
with.”
“Yes. There are certain people who 
will be anxious to meet him now, and 
after that he’ll know more.”—Philadel­
phia Press.
They know not their own defects who 
; search for defects In others.—Sanskrit 
I Proverb.
James V. of Scotland was the first 
.to put dates on his coinage.
i In making your purchases at |wr 
1 FENTON’S STORE. Years of 
experience enables the proprietor 
to know just what to buy, how S i  
to buy, and how to sell the thou- 
sand and more articles kept in 
stock in a thoroughly equipped 'jHtr 
general store.
In DRY GpoDS, GROCER- 
IE8, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED 
GOODS, or in any department of 
the big store on the corner you qMp 
will find what you want at the 
right price. 1
Ready-made Pantaloons and 
Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed’s -|Hjr 
Boots and Shoes are among the AA 
specialties. S k
Xt.
Crockery and Glassware, Paints, £ 4  
Oil, Putty, Hardware. S i 1
Gents’ Furnishing Goods in 
variety.1 W. P. FENTON, 1
2  8
S t  C O L L E G E  V IL L E , P A . 6
g  8
I  I S P  8g  ♦  8
8  a
....................  ......  8
I! Eli M AN WETZEL
5 6  and 6 8  E. M A IN  STREET, 
N O R RISTO W N , F A .
Our Store closes Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday at 6 ; Monday and Friday at 9 : Saturday at 10.  ̂ J »
F O R .
F R E S H  G O O D S
—GO TO—






Daniel H . Bartm an,
COLLEGEVILLE, FA. 
Daily and Sunday Papers.
Insure Your Horses
against loss by death from disease or acci­
dent in the L O W E R  P R O V I D E N C E  
MUTUAL LIVE STOCK INSURANCE CO. 
Full amount of appraisement paid when loss 
occurs.
I. Z. REINER, President. 
D. M. CASSELBERRY, Secretary. 
Appraisers :
THEO. DETWILER, Eagleville.
H. H. ROBISON, Collegevllle.
W. E> BEAN, Trooper.
I am prepared to promptly furnish 
. and erect STEAM AND HOT WATER 
HEATERS and to do all kinds of re- 
l pairing, as to heaters and steam fixtures.
1 8end for description of “Charmer” and 
1 “ Imperial”  Steam Heaters. These are 
, among the very best on the market, 
and sure to give satisfaction.
ALL KINDS of POMPS
furnished, or repaired. Wind Mills 
1 supplied and erected.
Good workmanship guaranteed.
A share of the patronage of the pub.- 
i lie respectfully solicited. ,
J. H . B O LTO N,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
6 0  YEARS*
• EXPERIENCE
P atents
T rade M ark s  
D esig ns  
C opyrights A c.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an invention is probably patentable. Communica­tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive special notice, without charge, in theScientific American.
A'handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir­culation of any scientific Journal. Terms, (3 a 
year; four months, $L Son by all newsdealers. -
MUNN & Co.36,Broadwa»’ New YorkBranch Office, 636 F St, Washington. D. &
SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY, 5
A Very Important Matter
For FARMERS to know ts where to get the BEST CHOPPING done and 
where to get a full line of the BEST FEED, such as Wheat Bran, Corn Bran, No. 
1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn, Oats Feed for plenty milk, etc., 
etc., at the Lowest Casta Prices. Tou will find it at
Clamer’s Collegeville Grist Mills,
Lately remodeled and put in fine shape for business. Come and inspect. We will be 




Eight Lines of Effort Successfully Followed 
By This Company.
— IT—
Allows Interest on Deposits. 
Insnres Title to Beal Estate. 
Executes Trusts.
Issues Bonds of Suretyship. 
Bents Boxes in Bnrglar - Proof 
Vault-
Loans Money on Mortgage and 
Collateral.
Takes Charge of Real Estate. 








I am fully equipped at my New 
Location, Ridge Pike, one-third 
mile South of Perklcmen Bridge, 
to serve my old patrons and in­
vite new ones to give me a trial. 
All work guaranteed. 
Carriages and Business 
Wagons Built to Order 
at Right Prices.
Now ready for 8pring Painting 
and Varnishing. Rubber Tiring 
done in the shop. Horseshoeing 
and General Repairing. Keystone 
’Phone.

















QUARTER-HOUR STRIKE ON 
FIRE BELL.





D V L O X D E L S
IN C LO T H IN G
among our new and ex-Iforristown Trust Co.
Main and DeKalb Sts,
HOLD ON THERE!
Be careful not to place your orders for 
Building or other Lumber until we have had 
a  chance to estimate on your wants. We 
are certain to give you entire satisfaction as 
as to the Lumber itself and its delivery. 




Good teams furnished promptly 
at reasonable prices.
Usually a lot of Second-hand 





elusive suits for young 
men, are:
Ventless coat, buttoning with 
but three buttons, long soft roll­
ing lapels, permitting the col­
larless vest to show above 
spring, new cuffs on sleeves. 
Whenever good form calls for 
men’s and young men’s clothes 
of faultless fit and style, every 
one of our new suits will be en­
tirely Appropriate.
Fall Soft and Stiff Hats
5oe. to $5.00. We doubt i f  
you ean Beat Our Hats, for 
we Don’t Know Their Equals.
Come and see us.




(Successor to John S. Kepler,)
Undertaker » Embalmer
-:- TRAPPE, PA. -:-
I will have the assistance of Daniel Shuler, 
an undertaker of many years’ experience, 
and shall spare no effort to meet the fullest 
expectations of those who will entrust me to serve them.
Will meet trains at all Stations. Or­
ders received by telephone or telegraph. 5-8
Established • .  1875.
ItUejeville |itef.
C hoice B re a d
AND
C a k e s
IN VARIETY.
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection­
ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water 







G - r a n it e  "W "ovks.
The Proper Hat, 50c. to $5.00.
How ridiculous ,a girl of 18 
would look wearing an old 
woman’s bonnet ! Is it not 
just as illogical for a young man 
of 20 to wear the same style 
hat as a man of 40 does X Some 
stores do not take age into con­
sideration and sell the same 
style to young and old. We 
don’t. There are styles here 
for different ages of men and 
we’re careful to sell the right 
hat that the age requires.
R O O T S
No. 221 High St.,
P O T T S T O W N
B - ......... -...................o
A  Mercenary 
Affa ir
By EDITH M. DOANE
Copyright, 1906, by P. C. Eastment
O---------------------------------------------O
When Mrs. Palmer announced the en­
gagement of her daughter Helen to 
James Corey, every one wondered why 
on earth Helen had not chosen a youn­
ger man.
In almost In the same breath it 
leaked out that Mr. Palmer, who was 
always trading on tips and going broke 
in the market, had plunged once too 
often—had indeed been face to face 
with bankruptcy until James Corey 
came to his rescue.
Then the world, as represented by so­
ciety in Glenwood Park—proffered con­
gratulations and smiled discreetly. Of 
course if the Palmers accepted James 
Corey’s money, they must accept its 
giver too. .
The Park was apt to assemble in­
formally at the Country club for S 
o’clock tea. There was something pleas­
antly cozy in gathering around the low 
china laden table on the wide club­
house porch. But now chocolate cooled, 
forgotton, tea boiled quietly away, 
while their possessors eagerly discuss­
ed this marriage of convenience in their 
midst.
“Thé poor girl is deliberately sacri­
ficing herself,” declared Mrs. Law­
rence, tragically waving a tea cake.
“And she is so pretty,” put' in little 
Mrs. Brooks irrelevantly.
“Her youth has been bartered for 
gold,” said Mrs. Ellis, who had a fond­
ness for light fiction.
“And he is so much older.”
“Money isn’t everything.”
“Perhaps evèn yet she may be saved 
from it,” faltered little Mrs. Brooks 
hopefully.
“Why save her?” briskly Interrupted 
Mrs. Wylie, joining the group and tak­
ing the cup of fragrant tea offered her. 
“Mr. Corey is honorable, charitable, 
rich—a good man in every respect She
ought to be proud of him.. I’m sure I 
can’t imagine what more she could 
want.”
Five pairs of eyes confronted Mrs. 
Wylie in shocked surprise.
“Well, I’m sure I hope she takes 
your view of it,” said Mrs Lawrence 
gloomily. ,
“If he only were younger. He’s as 
old as—as Father Abrahaml”
“Oh, If Mr. Palmer had not been in 
such sore straits!”
“Still, It is lovely to be able to cling 
to one’s faith in human nature as you 
do.”
“I’m clinging to nothing,” said Mrs. 
Wylie stubbornly; “but, for my part, I 
think she’s a very lucky girl.”
“Oh, of course everybody respects
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him.”
“And he is a very rich man.”
“But it Is so evident that she did it 
to save her father.”
“Besides, there is her cousin, Tom 
Breuster,” said Mrs. Brooks softly.
Tom Breuster was an ordinary sort 
of a fellow—fairly good looking, fairly 
clever—in fact, he did not amount to 
much one way or the other, but he 
happened to imagine himself very 
much in love with Helen and when 
her engagement was announced burst 
in on his aunt in a storm of indigna­
tion.
“What’s this you’ve done?” he de­
manded vehemently. “Why was I 
kept in ignorance ail this time?”
“I don’t understand you,” returned 
Mrs. Palmer coldly.
“Don’t you?” he went on ruthlessly. 
“Then I’ll explain. You have engaged 
Helen to a man for whom she has not 
the smallest spark of affection. To 
save yourselves—for the sake of mere 
money, mere worldly position—you 
and her father have consented to sacri­
fice that poor girl, body and soul.”
“You must be Insane to talk to me 
like this,” returned his aunt idly. 
“There is no reason why Helen shonld 
not marry Mr. Corey or any one else 
she chooses.”
“Let us confine ourselves to Mr. 
Corey. She has no right to marry him 
at all events.”
“No?” said she. “And why?”
“Because a loveless marriage can 
never be right.”
“But who says it isn’t a love match?’' 
she went on, forgetting her anger In 
her desire to convince him of the fu­
tility of Interfering with Helen’s en­
gagement “Mr. Oorey Is a charming
man. Why should not Helen care fof 
him?”
“She doesn’t. It Isn’t  her own doing. 
You are sacrificing her.”
“As though I could make Helen mar­
ry any one she did not wish to!” re­
turned Mrs. Palmer, with a low laugh. 
“My dear boy, If you feel like that, 
pray go away until you come to your 
senses.”
“I shall not go away until I have 
seen Helen,” he said doggedly.
“Tom, I beg of you”—
“Why are you two glowering at each 
other like Kilkenny cats?” cried a fresli 
young voice from the doorway. “How 
are you, Tommy?” and Helen Palmer, 
slender, dark eyed, clad ail in soft 
shimmering gray, entered the room and 
held out her hand in smiling greeting.
Now that the moment had arrived, 
words failed him.
Noting his hesitation, she smiled at 
him again. “Have you come to proffer 
your congratulations in person?” she 
asked shyly.
“No, not quite,” he said. “Still I -sup­
pose one is bound to say something 
about the clever bargain you have 
made. That you of all people shquld 
prefer money to love!”
“What a perfectly horrid thing to 
say,” she returned indignantly. “Do 
you suppose because you are a member 
of the family you are privileged to be 
as disagreeable as you like?”
“I suppose loving you is being dis­
agreeable,” he returned moodily. Mrs. 
Palmer had slipped from the room, and 
they were both too intent to hear other 
footsteps that came nearer up the 
gravel walk, up the steps, and were 
muffled by the heavy rugs on the porch 
outside.
“Loving me! How perfectly absurd! 
Why didn’t you say so before? And 
not come here now”—
“I came to save you from sacrificing 
yourself to a loveless marriage,” hr j 
returned grandiloquently.
“Oh, Tommy, you are too funny,” she ' 
laughed softly. She raised her eyes 1 
and looked steadily , into his weak, good , 
looking face.
“Tommy,” she said gently, “you must j 
not think that I have any feeling but 
real honest liking for Mr. Corey. I ! 
respect him—I care for him”— '
“Of course, he is a very rich man. I ' 
understand.”
“He is at all events the very best 
man I have ever met,” she returned I 
Indignantly. “Of course he has been 1 
awfully good about father’s troubles, 
but I should have loved him just the 
same,” she went on, with quick con- j 
viction. “He is so good, so kind, so i 
just”—
“Why don’t you say that he has 
money and can shower that upon 
you?”
“I wish you to understand,” she said j 
coldly, “that, while I appreciate Mr. ! 
Corey’s money, I love him for himself.” i 
Suddenly her mouth quivered and 
two large tears strolled down her 
cheeks. “I am so worried about ail 
this,” she said unsteadily. “Every one 
thinks I care for his money. Will no 
one believe”—
The curtains at the long open win­
dow suddenly parted.
“I believe It. Do I count?” said 
James Corey as he entered the room.
After all, fate sometimes consents to 
Interfere benignly, even in a mercenary 
affair.
Scotland’« Great Genius.
In one of those interesting literary 
conversations the record of which adds 
so much to the charm of Boswell’s 
“Johnson” the name of George Buchan­
an, one of the greatest, scholars of the 
sixteenth century and the most ex­
quisite Latinist of modem times, was 
mentioned. A Scotsman who was 
present, knowing the doctor’s antipa­
thies and seeing, as he thought, an op­
portunity of cornering him, said, “Ah, 
Dr. Johnson, what would you have 
said of Buchanan had be been an Eng­
lishman?” “Why, sir,” said Johnson 
after a little pause, “I should not have 
said of Buchanan had he been an 
Englishman what I will now say of 
him as a Scotsman—that he was thè 
only man of genius his country has 
produced.” Buchanan’s consummate 
ability was recognized by his contem­
poraries; but, like many another genius 
before and since, he had his share of 
“the slings and arrows of outrageous 
fortune.” He read Livy with Mary, 
queen of Scots, and was appointed tu­
tor to her son, James I. Political in­
trigues drove him to the continent, 
where he taught at Bordeaux and had 
Montaigne among his pupils. In his 
old age he returned home and wrote 
his “History of Scotland” and died so 
poor that his means were insufficient 
to defray the expenses of his funeral.— 
London Express.-
Pages 40-60.
In the little, town of C. lived three 
maiden sisters by the name of Paige. 
They were “neat,” as the villagers call 
it, in its most accentuated form, and 
they loved the small boy best star off, 
in consequence of which they were a 
bright and shining mark for the pranks 
that youth seems to originate for its 
scomers.
One day the front gate strayed from 
Its wonted place with the assistance of 
two small neighbors. Then came a 
reprimand from each of the old maids 
and barbed repartee in return, as usuai. 
Following this exchange came a com­
plaint to the parents of the offenders.
At the table that night papa was re­
quested to reprove Jim and Ted for 
Impertinence to the Misses Paige.
“What did you say to them?” de­
manded papa, with the requisite frown.
“Didn’t sarse them at all,” replied 
Jim, with a grin. “I only said, ‘Page 
forty, page fifty and page sixty,’ an’ 
they got mad at it.”
Ted caught sight, of pa’s twitching 
muscles and added, “Gee, but they 
were jqst hoppln’.”
“Well, don’t let It happen again,” 
Answered pa as he hastily attacked a 
piece of apple pie.—New York Press.
THE WAÌLING WOMAN.
A queer Old Legend of tlie City of 
Mexico.
As is generally known, senor, many 
I bad things are met with at night in 
| the streets of the city, but this wailing 
woman, La Llorona, is the very worst 
of them all. She is worse by far than 
the Vaca de Lumbre, that at midnight 
comes forth from the potrero of San 
| Sebastian and goes galloping through 
the streets like a blazing whirlwind, 
breathing forth from her nostrils smoke 
and flames, because the fiery cow, se­
nor, while a dangerous animal to look 
at, really does nobody any harm, and 
La Llorona is as harmful as she 
can be.
Seeing her ’ walking along quietly— 
at the times when she is not running 
and shrieking for her lost children— 
she seems a respectable person, only 
odd looking because of her white skirt 
and the white reboso with which her 
head is covered, and anybody might 
speak to her. But whoever does speak 
to her in that veyy same moment diesl
No one who has stopped her to talk 
with her ever has lived to tell what 
happens at that terrible encounter, bqt 
it is generally known that what does 
happen is this: Slowly she turns to­
ward the one who has spoken, and 
slowly she opens the folds of her white 
reboso, and then is seen a bare grin­
ning skull set fast to a bare skeleton, 
and from her fleshless jaws comes one 
single Icy cold breath that freezes into 
instant death whoever feels it. After 
that, shrieking again for her lost chil­
dren, she rushes onward, the white 
gleam of her gashing the darkness, and 
in the morning the one who spoke to 
her is found lying dead there with a 
look of despairing horror frozen fast 
In bis dead eyes.
What Is most wonderful is that she' 
is seen in the same hour by different 
people in places widely apart, cue see­
ing her hurrying across the atrium of 
the cathedral, another beside the Arcos 
de San Cosme and a third near the 
Salto del Augua, over by the prison of 
Belen, and all in the very same mo­
ment of time.
She is so generally known, senor, and 
so greatly feared that nowadays few 
people stop her to speak with her, and 
that is fortunate. But her loud, keen 
wailings and the sound of her running 
feet are heard often and especially on 
nights of storm. I myself have heard 
them, senor, but I have never seen ber. 
God forbid that I ever shall!—Thomaa 
A. Janvier In Harper’s.
WHEN NOT TO KICK.
When you get a bad shave or hair 
cut. Neither lasts long.
When you find you’re going to die 
poor. They haven’t begun making 
pockets in shrouds yet.
When your health goes back on you. 
Life isn’t very long, anyway, and a 
healthy man dies just as dead as a 
sick one.
When you discover a mean streak ija 
your neighbor. He has to stay with 
that mean streak day and night, and 
you don’t.
When you can’t  pay all your debts at 
once. Your creditors would a great 
deal rather get the money in driblets 
than not at all.
When you have had a bad meal set 
before you. You may get over It be­
fore the next meal even if you eat it, 
and you don’t have to eat it.
When your wife isn’t in good humor. 
She is partially balancing the books 
against some of your numerous dis­
agreeable spells that you never make 
note of.—Chicago News.
Tombstones to tbe Living.
“To a stranger the erectioh of a tomb­
stone to a living person seems rather 
ghastly, but it’s the custom in some 
New England villages,” said the travel­
ing man. “I was collecting quaint 
epitaphs for a magazine article, and, 
after I had put up my motor car on my 
arrival in a villige, I would go staiglit- 
way to the cemetery on an epitaph 
hunt. There I would find, set up in lot 
after lot, tombstones of living people. 
Each stone would contain the name 
and the date of birth. Ghastly, wasn’t 
it? I met a pretty girl in a hotel in 
New Hampshire. Slie was the land­
lord’s daughter. She showed me her 
stone in the cemetery. The last name 
was left blank in her case. I may 
marry, you know,’ she explained.-” — 
New York Press.
Incapacitated.
As the “extra hand” rose from his 
dinner in the farm kitchen the farmer’s 
son informed him that he was to pitch 
hay in the afternoon.
“I won’t do it!” was the curt reply.
“All right, please yourself. It doesn’t 
make any difference to me,” retorted 
the farmer’s son. “My father told me 
to deliver the message, and if you 
don’t pitch you’ll get into trouble with 
him.”
“I won’t do it for either you or your 
father!” rejoined the man. “You 
should ha’ told me sooner. At dinner 
time I filled myself for raking, and I 
can’t pitch.”
The First Scapegoat.
The word “scapegoat” originated in 
an ancient Hebrew custom practiced 
at the feast of the Passover, ¿racing 
a young goat upon the altar, the priests 
would pray over it, asking that all the, 
sins of the people be visited upon the 
goat. Then, after each member of the 
tribe had transferred his guilt to the 
victim by laying on his hands, the an­
imal was turned loose in the forests to 
be devoured by the wild beasts.
All Pleased.
“I hear your club is going to give an 
entertainment. Do, you think it will be 
a success?”
“Sure to be. We’ve arranged it so 
that every member is chairman of some 
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Thrice thankful is he who remembers 
with unstinted gratitude the helpfulness of 
his fellow men.
To shout thanksgivings on account of 
life, liberty, and the plentifulness of the good 
things of earth, is well. To perforin those 
acts which increase life’s sunshine and 
strengthen the bulwarks of true liberty, is 
better—every day in the week.
Dr. Schaeffer, Superintendent of Pub­
lic Instruction, will recommend in his yeport 
to the Legislature that special schools should 
be provided for unvaccinated children. He 
will also suggest a larger appropriation to the 
public schools.
Last Thursday, after the lapse of over a 
century, the interment of the body of James 
Wilson, brought from North Carolina, in a 
grave at Christ Church, Philadelphia, beside 
that of his wife, was made with impressive 
ceremonies. Before interment the coffin was 
taken to the Old State House, where thous­
ands viewed it. Attorney-General Carson de­
livered the principal address, and addresses 
were made by Governor Pennypacker, Samuel 
Dickson, Wm. Draper Lewis, Dr. Mitchell, 
and other distinguished speakers. James 
Wilson was one of the signers of the Declara­
tion of Independence and historians now 
agree that in intellectual and legal attain­
ments he was the peer of any of the great 
founders of the American Republic.
P resident Roosevelt has completed 
bis trip, of several thousand miles by sea, 
having visited both the Isthmus of Panama 
and Porto Rico. He reached Washington 
Monday night and expressed bis thorough 
enjoyment of the entire voyage.
R ev. Dr . Algernon S. Crapsey , rector 
of St. Andrew’s church, Rochester, N. Y., 
has sent a letter to Bishop Walker asking for 
dismissal from the Protestant Episcopal 
ministry. He stands firmly by the beliefs for 
which he has been deemed heretical and 
states his determination to preach them to 
the world at large.
At the Clover Club dinner in Philadelphia, 
Thursday night, Governor-elect Stuart with 
much emphasis renewed all the pledges to 
the people which be had made during the heat 
of the recent campaign. The Governor-elect 
talks well and there is pretty good reason to 
believe that bis actions as Governor will make 
good the pledges he has made.
T he American citizen who builds for 
himself a home and pays an exorbitant price 
for lumber should remember that he is pay­
ing a big royalty to the protected lumber in­
terests ; that Canadians want our coal, and 
the peoples of the States want cheaper 
lumber, and that Uncle Sam keeps right bn 
saying no.
Somewhat extended reference to the 
new Uniform (?) Primary Law will be found 
in the local news department, page two of this 
issue. I t  seems to be in order for Mr. Jenk­
ins, the legal luminary who fills the position 
of-Solicitor to the County Commissioners, to 
make sure of his bearings in the domain of 
statutory interpretation and cause to be an- 
anuouneed in due time such dependable in­
formation as he may be able to extract, from 
the new law for the enlightenment of those 
who will be expected to put into operation its 
various requirements. I t  is to be hoped by 
voters who live in boroughs and townships 
that they will be spared the inflictions evi­
dently permitted by the law aforesaid. The 
old way of conducting primary elections is 
both simple and effective and affords voters 
every necessary opportunity to exercise their 
duties as good citizens in the nomination of 
candidates to be voted for at the February 
election.
WILL APPEAL
6everal Dismissed Negro Soldiers 
Their Way to Washington.
Oklahoma City, Ok., Nov. 28.—Ser­
geants Israel Harris, Jacob Frasier, 
Mingo Sanders, Thornton and Holly, 
of the negro troops discharged at Fort 
Reno were in this city on their way 
to make an appeal to President Roose­
velt.
Sergeant Harris said: “We do not 
go so much to ask for reinstatement 
as to ask that our discharge papers 
carry with them a record of service. 
Some of the men have served 25 years 
and we believe that much is due them. 
We do not believe the president would 
have discharged the troops had he 
been in Brownsville at the time of the 
trouble.”
The the opinion is prevalent that Prési­
dent Roosevelt should review bis action with 
regard to the discharge of and disgrace of 
nearly two hundred negro soldiers, without 
trial, on account of a crime committed by less 
than one-tenth of that number. If the Presi­
dent erred in bis hastily formed judgment, 
he will add to his greatness by correcting the 
mistake.
As to inheritance taxes it is of interest 
to note that New York has recently collected 
$331,000 on the bequest of William Ziegler to 
his adopted son. This haul by the Empire 
State offers an incentive for a larger inherit­
ance tax it) other States and support to Mr. 
Roosevelt who, it is stated, is going to recom­
mend in his annual message a' national in­
heritance of large size. Those who advocate 
higher inheritance taxes should consider how 
far such legislation can be carried without 
furnishing to wealthy persons a strong 
motive for distributing their property during 
their life time, thus altogether defeating the 
purpose of income tax laws.
Our neighbor, Editor Bardman of the 
Schwenksville Item, says “the friends of 
Senator Penrose must not consider that the 
recent Republican victory was a vindication 
for the Senator. * * * He must not be 
elected.” With due consideration for Editor 
Bard man’s peremptory disposition of the Sen­
ator’s case, it may yet be worth while to take 
into account that Penrose was largely in­
strumental in placing Mr. Stuart on the Re­
publican ticket, that it was Penrose who 
worked theCastle-Prohibitionistsinto line and 
drew away 50,000 votes from the Fusion 
ticket; that it was Penrose—the target here 
and there and everywhere throughout the 
State—who in the nick of time called to the 
aid of the Republican State ticket the potent 
influence of the national administration, and 
that Penrose, in view of the usual distribu­
tion of spoils, is now about sixteen times 
stronger, as a candidate to succeed himself, 
than be was the day before the late election. 
Even a yellow dog, with much misconduct 
charged against the animal, is entitled to 
credit for keeping abreast with other dogs of 
better-repute, in a hot chase. Penrose may 
be more fortunate than deserving, but there 
are others in the same class ; aceordingto the 
verdict of the people.
May Reinstate Those Innocent.
Washington, Nov. 28. — President 
Roosevelt holds that he had" the power 
to reinstate in the army any of the 
members of the three companies of 
the 25th regiment of colored infantry 
who were discharged without honor 
as a result of the trouble at Browns­
ville, Texas, some time ago, if the cir­
cumstances of any individual case Jus­
tify such action. Whether he will 
avail himself of that power will de­
pend t>n what evidence may be pre­
sented to him in the case of any one 
or more soldiers which may tend to 
clearly exculpate them from any par­
ticipation in the rio t Those who talk­
ed with the president of the subject 
found him unyielding on his original 
stand in the matter with the exception 
that in individual cases where the 
facts warranted he said the man might 
be reinstated.
Things Marshaled Here.
T he New York Commercial announces 
tbe discovery near Port Arthur, on Thunder 
Bay, on the north shore of Lake Superior, of 
one of tbe most remarkable hematite deposits 
in the Northwest, containing, according to 
conservative estimates, some 200,000,000 tons 
of high grade iron ore. This deposit lies 
about 20 miles to the eastward of Port Ar­
thur, the area averaging about three miles in 
width and six miles in length, and comes 
within 1000 feet of the shore of tbe lake. I t  
reaches back to the Canadian Pacific Railway, 
which here is about three miles from the 
shore. This deposit lies in sheet formations ; 
much of it is without covering, and all of it 
can be quarried, no underground work being 
required.
Under the heading “Serve All Alike,” J. 
O. K. Robarts, editor of the Pboenixville 
Messenger, has communicated to the Phila­
delphia Public Ledger the following pertinent 
and absolutely just considerations: “I t  was 
entirely proper to bring the bones, not tbe 
“ body,” as some papers carelessly said, as 
that could not be, of Mr. Wilson, from North 
Carolina, and to place them beside his wife in 
Christ Church yard. And it is equally a gen­
erous thing to do justice on the same line to 
the Revolutionary financier and to all others 
who were engaged in that shackle-breaking 
episode. Now then : What of the remains of 
Thomas Paine, the brainy Englishman who 
espoused the cause of the Colonies, and whose 
publication at a cvitieal moment did more, 
perhaps, than any other agency to the launch- 
upon the sea of uncertainty the movement 
in this country that resulted in our independ­
ence? Why not honor the memory of Mr. 
Paine to the extent of what he did by mind 
qmd money, when others were losing heart 
and a collapse was imminent? Why not re­
move his remains to some point where in life 
he achieved fame? I hope I will not shock 
the churehly sensibilities of your readers 
when I  say that if it were in my power the 
mortal remains of Mr. Paine should finally 
rest beneath the soil of Valley Forge, where, 
in the darkness that shrouded the cause of 
his adopted country, 1777-8, he was a beaeon 
of light, an inspiration to the wavering. I t  
is entirely safe, Mr. Editor, for this country 
to honor a man whom George Washington 
was proud to number among his friends.”
TRYING TO RAISE PRICE OF MILK
Dairymen Claim They Must Get Mors 
For Their Product or Sell Stock.
, Philadelphia, Nov. 27.—During the 
lasj few days a committee represent­
ing the Dairymen’s Association Oi 
North Philadelphia has been touring 
Montgomery and Bucks counties with 
the view of getting the farmers to co­
operate with them in raising the price 
Of milk.
The Dairymen’s Association of 
North Philadelphia has been in exist­
ence for about two months, its object 
being to protect the interests of those 
farmers who are engaged in cattle 
raising, also the selling of milk to 
dealers who supply a large percentage 
of the residents of the city proper. 
For years past these same dairymen 
have been disposing of their milk to 
the dealers at the rate of 4 to 4% cents 
a quart, but now they claim that the 
present price of 4% cents does not 
pay, and if they are unable to obtain 
5% cents a quart for their product 
they will be obliged to dispose of theii 
herd of cattle. And it is all on account 
of the* price of feed, which at the pres­
ent time is the highest known for the 
last ten years.
The days of real interest begin. In every part of the store 
we display novelties which are very acceptable for gift purposes. 
Bigger, brighter and better than ever before.Our Eegular System of Low Pricing
from one year s end to the next. Come here when you want the- 
new things; come here when you want the prettiest things ;  
come here when you want the good things,
CHOICEST DRESS PATTERNS, LADIES’ READY­
MADE SUITS, SEPARATE SKIRTS AND FURS, GLOVES,, 
HOSIERY AND TABLE LINENS, UNDERW EAR FOR  
MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN.
MOTHER AND TWO CHILDREN DIE
Turned On the Gas and Lay Down 
With Little Ones to Await Death.
. Providence, R. I., Nov. 27. — Mrs. 
Charles G. Checkley and her two chil­
dren, a girl of 2% years and one 5 
months old, were found dead In theii 
home. The woman had turned on the 
gas and, taking her two children in 
her arms, law down with them. She 
left a penciled note which read as fol­
lows:
“To the dearest man on earth. I am 
unhappy and want to die, so I might 
as well go now. You will find my pin 
and- ring on the little girl’s heart ) 
love my husband, my home and mj 
children. Don’t blame me. In want o) 
thought we may do harm when we 
mean to do good.”
TRIED TO BURN MAN ALIVE
Tramps Beat Teamster Unconscious 
and Throw Him Into Fire.
Steubenville, O., Nov. 27.—Edward 
Coulter, a teamster, was attacked by 
tramps on the West Virginia side oi1 
the Ohio river, and after he had been 
beaten Into unconsciousness he was 
thrown Into a fire, and so badly burned 
he will die. Coulter was walking home 
when the tranfps attacked him, toot 
his money, stripped him of his cloth­
ing and left him unconscious with his 
body lying across the still burning 
coals of a fire. He revived sufficiently 
to roll away from the fire and give a 
description of his assailants, who have 
not yet been arrested.
Wealthy Woman a Suicide.
Pittsburg, Pa., Nov. 28.—While hos­
pitals were being searched and the 
police were seeking for Mrs. Addison 
H. Gibson, 61 years old, wife of a 
wealthy oil operator of this city,, the 
woman lay dead on the third floor oi 
the handsome residence on Fifth ave­
nue, where she had committed suicide. 
Mrs. Gibson had been ill for some 
months and of late had been despon­
dent. She had shot herself twice and 
had also taken a quantity of arsenic.
No American Deaths on Isthmus.
Washington, Nov. 27.—Not a single 
American died on the canal zone from 
iteease in the last three months,' ac­
cording to a report the isthmian canal 
commission has just received froni Col­
onel W. C. Gorgas, the chief sanitary 
officer on the zone. The decrease in 
the death rate among the employes, 
Colonel Gorgas reports, is due almost 
entirely to the decrease in pneumonia.. 
In October the deaths among the canal 
employes were 86 negroes and 2 whites.
Date For C. E. Day at Jamestown Fair.
Norfolk, Va., Nov. 28. — Christian 
Endeavor day will be celebrated at 
the Jamestown Exposition on October 
18, 1907. This date was set aside by 
the department of congresses and spe­
cial events at the request of the Vir­
ginia Christian Endeavor Union, which 
will hold Its ajmual gathering at the' 
tame time the national body is here.
There are over 40 varieties of dolls from 19 cents to $4.50 
each—dressed and undressed.
The range of BOOKS for children and grown-up folks is 
unsurpassed. There is also a big assortment of
DECORATED CHINA WARE : : :
which will delight everyone. BRASS GOODS in Mirrors, Can­
dlesticks, Trays and Art Objects. Also SILVER NOVELTIES.
=: OTTT G-LABS =
Many very artistic cuttings in bright crystal glass are here.
HANDSOME GILT CLOCKS.
Built for inside correctness, as well as outside looks, and 
guaranteed to keep both time and good looks.
Pianos of Best Makes.
3$rendlinger,&
N O R R I S T O W N ,  p j g J
The Original BORNEMAN




3 S T O R E I S T O W 3 S r ,
FIRST-CLASS PLATE WORK A SPECIALTY. THE BE8T 8ERVICE 
TEED. I WILL BE GLAD TO MEET AND WELL SERVE 
OLD AND 'NEW PATRONS.
10-18-ly. fj. S. BOKNEIHAN, D. D. S-
SPECIAL-MADE
No other Suits or Overcoats are so smart in style or have such marked individuality 
as ours.
The designing, the materials and the finish proclaim them the best ever offered in 
Norristown. 1ST* The prices we guarantee as low as any.
SAMUEL D. CRAWFORD,
Main and Cherry streets, Norristown, Fa.
10-11.
FALL STYLES HATS
Largest Stock in Montgomery County to 
Select From.
Soft Hats, 50e. to $3.00.
Stiff Hats, $1.00 to $3.00.
Our Hats are sold by all stores in this section. ASK FOR THEM.
Tracey, : the Hatter,




For Men and Women, and Boys and Girls, at
Mrs. Frances Barrett’s,
Ma in  St ., Ns a b  Station ,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
M R8. HI. E. VANDERSLICE’S
EATING HOUSE,
Main St., between Barber Shop and Post Office 
Collegeville, Pa.
Meals to order: eatables furnished at all 
times. Oysters, all styles; families supplied. 
Ice Cream, etc. Prices reasonable; terms cash. 
Patronage solicited.
FOR SALE!
A Number of Desirable 
Properties




65 E. Main St. NORRI8TOWN, PA.
VTEVEBSUP HORSESHOEING 
IN  Neverslip horseshoeing a specialty 
at my shop. Large stock of neverslip 
shoes on band. Care taken in placing 
shoes in proper manner.
11-1. J. W. HOOVER, Collegeville, Pa.
EIGHT PAGES, 53 Nos., ONE DOLLAR.
STATE AND GENERAL NEWS. 7
H E A D Q U A R T E R S  FO R
Men’s F urnishing Goods !
WE HAVE THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF THE BEST GRADES OF 
WEARABLE AND DEPENDABLE FURNISHING GOODS FOR 
MEN AND BOYS TO BE FOUND IN NORRISTOWN.
Underwear, Hosiery, Neckwear, Neglige Shirts, Collars, Knit Jackets, or anything 
you are looking for, and all at the right prices. Any one of our thousand UMBRELLA8 
''will keep you dry in a rainstorm. COME AND INSPECT OUR STOCK.
*WM. HI- GILBERT,
133 WEST MAIN STREET,
1MI NORRISTOWN, PA.
THE HART SCHULZE
Copper King1 Mining* and Smelling1 Co.
Incorporated under the laws of the State of Colo­
rado, and Capitalized at $1,000,000.
Par Value of Shares $1.00, full paid and non­
assessable.
This Company owns, free from all encumbrance, 1 2 0  
A c r e s  o f  G r o u n d  underlaid with rich veins of 
COPPER awaiting development. One vein alone is sixteen feet 
in width and at least a half-mile in length, and there is every in­
dication that this will be one of the most valuable mining prop­
erties in the United States. The ore taken from the mine will 
be reduced right on the grounds to blocks of almost pure copper 
ready for refining. The Company’s property also contains valu­
able water rights and an ample amount of timber for building 
and mining purposes.
For the next 60 days shares of the. capital stock of the 
Company will be sold at 50 cents per share.
Address all communications to
DR. CARL SCHULZE, President,
C O LLEQ EVILLE, 3P.A..
Progress.
To make progress is to move forward 
along any line of effort. A sure help in 
the going ahead movement is rational 
economy in expenditures and the keep­
ing of surplus moneys busy every day 
in the savings department of the
First National Bank,
N O R R ISTO W N , PA.
In the sayings department the addi­
tion of interest to principal always 
counts on the credit side of the ledger.
3 PER GENT. INTEREST ON TIME DEPOSITS 
PAYABLE ON DEMAND.
Brownbacks Store
T R A P P E
Is crowded with a large assort­
ment of
Fall and Winter G oods
MARKED AT
Lowest Prices.
Dress Goods, Fancy Plaids, Flan­
nelettes, Canton and Wool Flannels, 
Outing Flannels, Ladies’ Flannel­
ettes and Percale Wrappers, Red 
Blankets and Comfortables. A com­
plete line of Underwear for Men, 
Women and Children.
Men’s Pantaloons and Overalls, 
Shoes in variety, Rubber Boots and 
Shoes, Felt Boots.
Oil Cloth and Linoleum in variety 
of patterns.
Chase's Lap Robes, Horse Blank­
ets and Stable Blankets.
Guns—Single and double-barrel, 
hammerless; Ammunition,Gunning 
Coats and beggings..
Parlor Oil Heaters—3 Styles.
Hardware, Oils, Paints, Poultry 
Powder, Crushed Oyster Shells.
COMPLETE LINE OF
Groceries and Provisions.
E. G. Brownback, Trappe.
JsS*“* I f  you have v...a. 
•ell, advertise it in the Inde
r jK r  YOUR Poster* Print 
Independent «MB«
WE SELL WHAT MONT 
PEOPLE WANT IN
FOOTWEAR.
That fa the reason why our store 
is a busy place. You could choose 
at random here and be sure of 
good values. Really our shoes are 
worth more than they cost, in style, 
in fit, in service, comforts. The 
satisfaction given others may be 
yours if you make yonr purchases 
here.
Fall line of Men's, Women's 
and Children’s Shoes. Remember 
our Women's Shoes at $2.50 ; they 
are fine.
H.L.NYCE




and deposit your savings with the com­
pany that originated the plan of pay­
ing interest at the rate of 3 per 
cent. Tor every day—and on a 
basis as liberal as to average a greater 
income than that received from a like 
amount deposited with. banks offering 
a higher rate of interest.
Your account, however small, is 
solicited.
PennTrustCo.
“The Company that pays 
3% Interest for every day 
the money is on deposit. ”  
NORRISTOWN, PA.
PERKIOMEN VALEEVMutual Fire Insurance Co. 
of Montgomery County.
Incorporated May 18, 1871.
Insures Against Fire and S to rm ,
INSURANCE IN FORCE, 010,000,000.
Office o f the Company:
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. 
A. D. FETTEROLF, Secretary. 
H. W. KRATZ, President,
Norristown, Pa.
Regular office day of the Secretary, Friday 
of each week; also every evening.
Advertise Vonr Sales in the 
Independent.
W ILL INVESTIGATE 
ALLEGED BRIBERY
Many Pittsburg Councilman Threat­
ened W ith A rrest
GIGANTIC SCANDAL REVEALED
Pittsburg, Pa./ Nov. 28.—With the 
re-arrest of C. S. Cameron, president 
of the Tube City railroad, and Com­
mon Councilman William A. Martin 
on a charge of conspiracy to defraud 
the railroad out of $70,000, this time 
the police authorities being the prose­
cutors, and their subsequent release 
in $10,000 bail each, the alleged coun- 
cilmanic bribery scandal is to be thor­
oughly and publicly ventilated. The 
hearing in the case has been set for 
Saturday morning.
Mayor George W. Guthrie has taken 
personal charge of thé case, directing 
the police investigation, and reiterates 
emphatically that every person found 
to be implicated, either councilmen or 
railroad officials, in the distribution of 
the $70,000 graft money will be ar­
rested and prosecuted.
Morè arrests are to follow those of 
Cameron and Martin, it is said, and in 
each case the charge will be bribery. 
Forty-seven members of select coun­
cil and 25 members of common coun­
cil are said to be implicated in the 
conspiracy. The police have the names 
of these men and are keeping them 
under surveillance. Any attempt on 
the part of any of them to leave the 
city will mean, their immediate ar­
rest
According to the evidence, said to 
have been gathered by the police and 
now in the possession of Mayor Guth­
rie, the councilmen were to act favor­
ably on the ordinances desired passed 
by the Tube City railroad. The rail­
road was to distribute $70,000. Of this 
sum $40,000 was to have been distrib­
uted among 69 councilmen, while the 
remainder was to have been given to 
three other councilmen, who acted as 
agents in the deal. The position taken 
by C. R. Richardson, who entered the 
first suit against Cameron and Martin 
for conspiracy, was that of a broker. 
Richardson had made a statement to 
the police alleging he loaned Cameron 
$70,000 at the legal rate of interest. 
Cameron was to deposit this money in 
the bank, after showing it to a com­
mittee of councilmen. The money dis­
appeared mysteriously, and Richard­
son, believing a conspiracy was on to 
beat him out of the money, entered 
suit Richardson’s action disclosed 
several suspicious details, and the 
matter was taken up by Mayor Guth­
rie, with the result that evidence has 
been gathered, it is said, revealing to 
the police one of the most gigantic 
councilmanic bribery scandals ever 
known in Pittsburg. j
John S. Robb, Jr., assistant district 
attorn arrived from the east on a 
summons of District Attorney Stewart 
It is possible that a special session of 
the grand Jury will be called to inves­
tigate the scandal.
SWEPT OVER NIAGARA FALLS
Desperate Attempt to Rescue Unknown 
Man Failed.
Niagara Falls, N. Y., Nov. 27.—An 
unknown man was swept over the 
Horseshoe Falls in a small boat after 
a daring attempt had been made to 
save him. An employe of the Ontario 
Power company first saw the little 
craft coming down the river in the 
grasp of the swift current. The occu­
pant, a man, was standing up franti­
cally waving his hands. Two rowboats 
started down the Chippewa river 
toward Niagara to attempt a rescue 
at the mouth of the small stream. The 
rescuers went far beyond what is con­
sidered the •danger line, but a cross 
current carried the unfortunate man 
away from them toward Goat Island, 
and in a few minutes he was carried 
over the Horseshoe Falls. The would- 
be rescuers were by this time in a 
perilous position, and it was with great 
difficulty that they succeeded in get­
ting back to shore.
RECEIVED BOMB THROUGH MAILS
Infernal Machine Intended to Kill Bur­
gess of Washington, Pa., Fails.
Washington, Pa., Nov. 28.—-An at­
tempt was made by unknown parties 
to kilt Burgess A. C. Marsh through 
the medium of an infernal machine 
which he received by mail. The ar­
rangement failed to explode when 
opened however. It was carefully pre­
pared and when opened three sticks 
of dynamite fastened together with a 
wire were found. A percussion/ cap 
was attached to one of the dynamite 
sticks. The sending of the infernal 
machine is credited to the Black Hand 
Society, which has been active in 
Washington county for months, and 
which Burgess Marsh has tried to . 
break up. The authorities are inves-. 
tigating and several arrests are ex­
pected shortly.
Department Store For Negroes Only.
New York, Nov. 28.—A new enter­
prise along commercial and sociologi­
cal lines is that of the Metropolitan 
Mercantile and Realty company, or­
ganized with a capital of $1,000,000, 
and which proposes to operate a de­
partment store here for colored peo­
ple. A large building, at 46th street 
and Eighth avenue, has been pur­
chased, and several hundred colored 
persons will be employed. The com­
pany now operates several similar 
stores in the south.
Famous Ruins Destroyed By Fire,
Marysville, Cal., Nov. 28.—The ruins 
of Yubaday, once a famous mining 
camp, and made more famous by Bret 
Harte’s poem, were destroyed by fire.
THE PR ESID EN T 
HOME FROM T R IP
R eturn  to White House From Visit 
to Isthmus and Porto Rico.
WILL SAY NOTHING OF CANAL
,  Washington, Nov. 27.—Completing 
a remarkable trip to Panama, during 
which he traveled several thousand 
miles by sea and visited not only the 
isthmus, but Porto Rico as well, and 
voicing his thorough enjoyment of the 
entire voyage, President Roosevelt re­
turned to Washington Monday night. 
The trip up the Potomac on the con­
verted yacht Mayflower, to which he 
and his party were transferred from 
the Louisiana at Piney Point, was 
made without special incident. As 
the Mayflower pulled into the dock 
at the rear of the office of the com­
mandant of the navy yard Miss Ethel 
Roosevelt, the president’s daughter, 
and Miss Hagner, Mrs. Roosevelt’s 
secretary, were awaiting to greet the 
party. Miss Roosevelt immediately 
rushed on board as soon as the gang 
plank was laid and affectionately 
greeted her father and mother. The 
president landed within 10 minutes 
after the arrival of the Mayflower. To 
those who met him he stated that he 
had had a delightful trip and that , he 
was feeling finely.
The president and Mrs. Roosevelt 
immediately proceeded to the White 
House. As the president alighted 
from his carriage he shook hands with 
all the attaches and others waiting on 
the portico.
Speaking of his trip, the president 
said- “We had a very pleasant, very 
enjoyable time, and I am deeply im­
pressed with the United States navy, 
with Panama and with Porto Rico.”
The Panama canal, it was stated by 
the president, will be a subject of a 
special message, and consequently on 
that subject the president will say 
nothing at this time.
Pedro Roquena Bermudez,' charge 
d’affaires of Uruguay, was the only 
member of the diplomatic corps who 
greeted the president upon his ar­
rival. At the front entrance to the 
navy yard Senor Bermudez was de­
layed by the marine guard, who re­
fused to admit him without the con­
sent of the commandant After being 
delayed for 20 minutes he was ad­
mitted, and when the president ap­
peared on the deck of the Mayflower 
the diplomat was the first to rush up 
the gangplank. He protested to the 
president, against the manner In which 
he had been treated by the marine 
guard.
PREACHED FROM CHURCH STEPS
Lutherans Barred From Church By 
the Reformed Faction.
Lancaster, Pa., Nov. 26.—The unu­
sual spectacle of a clergyman locked 
out of church, and preaching to his 
congregation from the church steps, 
was the result of the dispute that has 
caused a schism in the United Evangel­
ical Lutheran Church, in Eden town­
ship, this county. The congregation 
was organized some years ago in the 
Lutheran faith. Recently'a number of 
the members accepted the Reform doc­
trine, elected a pastor of their own, 
and, it is alleged, refused to permit 
the Lutherans to hold services in the 
church. Last Thursday the Lutherans 
petitioned the court, and an injunc­
tion was issued . restraining the Re­
formed faction from interfering with 
them. However, when the Rev. Emil 
Meister, of this city, went to the church 
to hold services he found the doors 
locked and the sexton missing. He 
took the church steps for his pulpit 
and preached a sermon, in which he 
counseled his hearers to bear their tri­
als with patience and forbearance. Lit­
igation is threatened.
SLOWLY BLEEDING TO DEATH
Slip of Dentist’s Forceps Cut Artery 
In John Pollock’s Tongue.
New Castie, Pa., Nov. 28.—John Pol­
lock is dying here as the result of 
having a tooth extracted last Saturday 
During the operation the forceps slip­
ped, cutting an artery In the tongue. 
All attempts to stop the flow of blood 
from the wound failed, and for several 
days the man’s life has been slowly 
ebbing away. The physicians an­
nounced that they had exhausted tbeit 
resources and that death was inevit­
able.
Beaten to Death With Pick Handle.
Newport News, Va., Nov. 28.—Doug­
lass Gourley, 58 years old, was found 
dead in his room over a saloon just 
across Salters creek, near this city. 
The man’s head was beaten to a pulp, 
and near the corpse was found a pick 
handle, which the murderer evidently 
had used, as a weapon. There is no 
clue to the identity of the murderer, 
but it is supposed that robbery was 
his purpose.
Died From His Injuries.
Altoona, Pa., Nov. 27. — Lawrence 
Fagan, a prominent and wealthy resi­
dent of Altoona, died as the result of 
a trolley accident in front of his home. 
He was knocked from his carriage twc 
weeks ago, and since then he has 
been hovering between life and death. 
He was one of the richest men in Al­
toona, and owned eight fine farms.
Suicide Jumped From Window.
Richmond, Va., Nov. 28.—R. W. Far- 
rlss, a druggist, committed suicide at 
his store here by jumping from a third 
story windpw. He met death instant­
ly. He was 40 years old and unmar­
ried. He came here from Lynchburg 
a few years ago.
POISONED FIV E 
FOR INSURANCE
Woman Charged W ith Killing Her 
Family and Two Tenants.
COLLECTED $1000 ON DEATHS
Philadelphia, Nov. 28.—The most re­
markable case of wholesale poisoning 
if  persons to secure insurance money 
that has ever been unearthed in this 
city is charged against Bridget Carey, 
who was arrested by Detectives Isaacs 
and Miller and Deputy Coroner Paul. 
The woman, who is 32 years old, is 
charged with having poisoned her hus- | 
band, Patrick; her two children, Mary 
aged 8 years, and Annie, aged 6, who 
died a week ago, and Patrick and Ce­
celia Ceok, tenants in the Carey 
house at 1843 Hamilton street.
All of the alleged victims died with­
in 11 months, and the police allege 
that Mrs. Carey benefited by their 
deaths to the extent of $1000, through 
the collection of insurance.
The woman’s arrest followed an in­
vestigation made into the deaths of 
her two children, which occurred last 
week. It was said at the time that 
their deaths were caused by eating 
poisoned candy or candy that con 
tained deleterious substances. An an­
alysis of candy such as the children 
are said to have purchased showed 
that it contained no poisonous sub­
stance, and when Coroner’s Physician 
Wadsworth made an analysis of the 
stomachs of the children he found the 
little girls died from arsenical poi­
soning.
According to Captain of Detectives 
Donaghy, it was learned that the chil­
dren were insured for $125 each and 
that Mrh. Carey collected this amount 
after their deaths. The police officials 
say they learned' that the woman had 
secured rat poison, and on further in­
vestigation it was found that Patrick 
and Cecelia Cook, brother and sister, 
who lived with Mrs. Carey, had died 
within a few months under suspicious 
circumstances.
Miss Cook had been the lessor of 
the house and Mrs. Carey was a ten­
an t The police officials say that Miss 
Cook was insured for $200 in favor of 
Patrick Cook, her brother, and that on 
August 13 she died. Patrick had been 
insured for $500 in favor of his sister. 
He collected the insurance on her pol­
icy after her death, and Mrs. Carey 
took up the lease of the house. There­
upon Patrick Cook made his insur­
ance in favor of Mrs. Carey, and short­
ly thereafter was stricken ill and 
died.
When Miss Cook died a physician 
who had attended her' was visited by' 
Mrs. Carey, the police say, and asked 
to sign a death certificate for insur­
ance, attesting that she died of heart 
disease. As he had previously at­
tended her for heart trouble and knew 
that she was liable to die at any mo­
ment, he signed the certificate, though 
he had not been in attendance on the 
woman just prior to her death. Miss 
Cook died on August 13, and on Sep­
tember 17 her brother died suddenly, 
in much the same manner as his sis­
ter. The police officials say that Mrs. 
Carey secured the insurance. After 
the death of the children the police 
learned that the woman’s husband died 
suddenly about 10 months ago, and 
from physicians who were called in at 
various times during the illness of the 
alleged victims, they were urged to 
make a rigid investigation. The body 
of the woman’s husband was interred 
at Centralia and will be exhumed.
DENIAL IN PATRICK CASE
Governor Higgins Has Not Given Any
Promise of Commutation.
Albany, N. Y., Nov. 27.—“The state­
ment that I have promised or intimated 
to anybody that I will commute the 
sentence of Albert T. Patrick is abso­
lutely and unqualifiedly false,” said 
Governor Higgins. “I have made no 
promise on the subject, directly or in­
directly to any living man.”
The governor added that, so far as he 
knew, the case was still within the 
jurisdiction of the United States su­
preme court
Three Killed In Collision.
New Haven, Conn., Nov. 27.—Three 
men were killed and five others were 
injured seriously in a collision of a 
work car crowded with Italian labor­
ers on the railway and a string of 
three gravel cars, in the yards of the 
New York, New Haven & Hartford 
railway. About 60 men were in the 
work car when the crash came and. 
panic-stricken, they fought with one 
another in their efforts to get out. As 
soon as the laborers recovered from 
their panic, after having reached the 
ground, a large part of them, with 
picks, shovels and knives, started for 
the remaining engine. The engineer 
and fireman, however, seeing the 
danger, it is said, ran their engine 
away from the scene and escaped from 
them.
Suicide’s Novel Plan.
Chester, S. C., Nov. 27.—P. Butler 
Wood, a retired merchant, shot and 
killed himself by fastening a shot gun 
in front of his bedroom door ar.d a 
string from the trigger to the knob and 
then slamming the door. He left a note 
spying he had to die and preferred 
dying by bis own hand. He had been 
suffering from acute nervous trouble.
Floating Mine Kills Ten.
London, Nov. 28.—The Kobe corres­
pondent of the Standard cables that a 
floating mine, a legacy from the 
Russo-Japanese war, has been driven 
ashore at Akita, on the west coast ~-f 
Hondom, where it exploded, killing 10 
villagers and wounding 56.
REV. CRAPSEY WON’T RETRACT
Convicted Heretic Refuses to Make a 
“Cowardly Retraction."
Rochester, N. Y., Nov. 26.—Bowing 
to the will of the church, but refusing 
to make a “cowardly retraction” of the 
belief which induced the church to 
terminate his ministry, Rev. Algernon 
S. Crapsey, rector of S t Andrew’s 
church of Rochester, N. Y., renounced 
his ministry in the Protestant Epis­
copal church in a letter to Bishop Wil­
liam David Walker, of the western dio­
cese of New York. In this letter Rev. 
Mr. Crapsey reaffirmed his belief that 
the “notion of the origin of Jesus that 
a son of man was born without human 
father is without foundation in his­
tory.”
He also asserted that “when I say 
of Jesus that He ascended into heaven 
I do not mean and cannot mean that 
with His physical body of flesh, blood 
and bones he floated into space and 
has for 2000 years been existing some­
where in the sky, in that very physi­
cal body of flesh, blood and bones. 
Such an existence would seem to me 
•not glorious, but horrible.”
Declaring that he is about to carry 
the case to the free intelligence and 
enlightened, conscience of the world, 
he counsels the “hundreds of clergy­
men and thousands of laymen in the 
Protestant Episcopal church who have 
reached the same conclusion” as he 
has not to be dismayed, and to stay 
where they are.
“I appeal,” he says, “from those in 
places of authority in the church itseif 
to the great body of people.” He as­
serted that he does not blame his 
judges, and though he bows to their 
will and feels that it is final for him, 
he says: “I am equally certain that it 
is not final for the church. When the 
great tribunal of free thought has de­
cided this contention, the men who ad­
minister the church on earth will con­
form to this decision.”
COUNTERFEITERS CAUGHT
8ecret Service Men Make Important 
Arrest in Philadelphia.
Philadelphia, Pa.. Nov. 27.—Import­
ant developments are expected to fol­
low the arrest in this ccity of Edward 
Todd, of Darby, on a charge of mak­
ing engfaved plates for the manufac­
ture of counterfeit bank notes of the 
$1 and $5 denominations. Todd was 
arrested in a house on Wood street 
by Secret Service Operatives Griffin, 
Elsmer and Keats, after an investi­
gation that followed the finding of a 
bundles of plates in an alley near the 
Wood street house some time ago. 
When arrested Todd had in his pos­
session several plates. In the house 
where he made his headquarters • they 
found several genuine notes which had 
been stripped and used in making the 
bogus plat€S. The tools used by the 
counterfeiters were also found. As 
Todd is a painter, the officers do not 
believe he was competent to make the 
plates, and they are looking for con­
federates. They are looking for the 
printing plant also. Todd refuses to 
make any statement.
Bart- Ruello, known as the “King 
of the Counterfeiters,” and who has 
served several terms, was. also arrest 
ed by the secret service, together with 
Vito Vincenzo, for passing counterfeit 
coins.
A CONVICT TRAIN
Eighty-seven Federal Prisoners Taken 
to Prison at Atlanta, Ga.
Washington, Nov. 28.—A train prac­
tically unique in the annals of rail­
roading left Washington for Atlanta. 
Ga. A special prison train of five or­
dinary day coaches over the Southern 
Railway, the passengers being 87 fed­
eral prisoners from various state peni­
tentiaries in the eastern states, and 
47 guards. The convicts will be trans­
ferred to the United States penal in­
stitution at Atlanta which recently 
was thrown open to federal prisoners 
from all parts of the country.
Fifteen of the convicts came from 
Pittsburg, 10 from Auburn, N. Y . 24 
from New York city, six from north­
ern New York, eight from Boston, 
nine from Trenton, N. J., eight from 
Philadelphia and seven from Balti­
more. On the train they were hand­
cuffed in couples, each pair being al- 
loted four seats, so that they might 
make the long trip of 648 mile? in com­
fort and be able to obtain some sleep. 
The prisoners ranged in pge from 19 
to 75 years.
TWENTY-ÉIGHT DROWNED
Coasting Steamer Founders and All On 
Board. Go Down.
Wiarton, Ont., Nov. 28.—The coast­
ing steamer J. H. Jones, owned by tie  
Crawford Tug company, a local con­
cern, foundered off Cape Cocker, and 
all hadns were lost. The crew consist­
ed of 12 men, all from Wiarton, and 
the number of passengers is estimated 
at 16.
Part of the cabin, a life boat and two 
unidentified bodies have been found 
by Indians on the north shore of the 
Christian Islands. Boats are now out 
from here, Owen Sound, Petanguis- 
hene and Parry Sound looking for sur­
vivors and wreckage.
Burned to Death In His Home.
Mahanoy City, Pa., Nov. 28.—Wil­
liam Blake, aged 56 years, a police­
man at Mahanoy Plane, was burned 
to death in his home. He was found 
by his daughter just before he died 
lying beside a kitchen stove. Hot 
coals from the stove, it is believedi, 
ignited his clothes.
Prominent Odd Fellow Dead.
"Trenton, N. J., Nov. 26.—James C. 
Robbins, for many years grand treas­
urer of the grand encampment of Odd 
Fellows of New Jersey, died suddenly 
of acute indigestion at his home in this 
city. Mr. Robbins was taken ill at a 
church supper.
o FARM AND GARDEN,
S W E D E N
THE CATALPA.
Catting Back In Order to Secure 
Straight Growth.
The picture shows an Ohio man who 
Is interested in farm forestry standing 
by a catalpa that had made three 
months’ growth after being cut back 
last spring. This cutting back of the 
catalpa Is very necessary with many 
of the trees in order that a straight
THBEE MONTHS AFTER CUTTING.
body may be secured, but there is dan­
ger of the new shoot breaking on ac­
count of rapid growth. When a tree 
has grown rapidly the first year It may 
be better to cut back the second spring, 
and it is a good plan to let the straight- 
yer trees stand uncut to serve as a wind­
break for the new growth of those cut 
back. Ordinarily, however, the cutting 
back is done after two years’ growth, 
and the new sprout will make a post 
as soon as the old one would have done 
if left standing. Six by ten feet is a 
better distance for the trees than 8 by 8 
on account of cultivation, and posts 
can be cut in eight years from planting, 
says a writer in National Stockman 
and Parmer.
THE FALL PIPPIN.
A Reliable Bearer Good For Cooking 
and Table Use.
This variety Ms in its season the 
standard for quality as a cooking ap­
ple in some parts of New England and 
the middle states. Its fine, large, band- 
some fruit always finds a market at 
top prices wherever it is known. It is 
a great favorite for cooking, while its 
brisk, juicy quality makes it a fairly 
good table variety. The Pall Pippin 
seems to have originated in America
FAJLL PIPPIN.
from seed of the Holland Pippin, but 
its history is uncertain. Trees over 
' 100 years old are found in Connecticut 
and New York. The tree is vigorous, 
but only fairly productive. More or less 
fruit is, however, produced every year, 
neither overbearing nor failing entire­
ly. The worst defect of the variety is 
the liability to scabby fruit in some lo­
calities. The apples, like the one 
shown in the photograph herewith, are 
often three and one-balf inches in di­
ameter, with few small specimens. 
Color, yellow, with red cheek; form, 
Irregular; flesh, white, mellow, aro­
matic. In sections where it is known 
and appreciated it is a paying kind of 
plant for home market.—American Cul­
tivator.
Milking Machines.
Now that milking machines have 
shown us that they can milk cows 
without drying them up a new claim 
is being made for them. The milk is 
drawn In a vacuum and deposited In 
a covered pail through tubes without 
coming in contact with the atmosphere. 
It is well known that milk is spoiled 
by bad odors from the stable and from 
dust and dirt falling into it during the 
process of milking. In the best dairies 
a great deal of expense and care are 
cqntinually expended to procure milk 
as clean as possible. If the milking 
machine proves as satisfactory as it 
promises to be it will revolutionize 
dairying, not only solving the labor, 
problem as applied to milking, but by 
furnishing a better quality of milk at 
less expense. It is said that milk 
drawn from the udder by the milking 
machine and carried at once to thor­
oughly cold sterilized bottles will keep 
In good condition for a week.
A Timely Point.
The corn root louse, which Is cared 
for by ants, when turned up by the 
plow late In the fall is unable to re­
enter the ground, and the ante are too 
sluggish to carry them below, making 
It probable that both species will per­
ish. Generally speaking, the later 
plowing is done the more effective it 
will prove as an economic measure 
against Injurious Insects.—H. A. Gos-
card.
CORN TALK.
A Study of Important Points In  the  
Jndsing of Corn.
There appear ,tp be some vital points 
both as to desirable qualities and de­
fects in picking out a good ear of corn. 
Professor V. M. Shoesmith of the state 
college has prepared for the Kansas 
boys who engage in corn contests a lit­
tle study of corn which furnishes an 
elementary guide in corn judging and 
includes among its twenty-seven prac­
tical questions and answers the ones 
here reproduced:
First.—'Why should corn be studied 
as to trueness to type or breed?
So that a better idea may be had as 
to the certainty with which the char­
acters will be transmitted. Corn pos­
sessed of desirable characters, bat 
little breed type, is of little value, 
since these characters may be substi­
tuted the following season by latent 
or hidden characters of little value. 
Hardiness, productiveness and other 
invisible characters may be as distinc­
tive breed characteristics as the color, 
shape of ears, etc., and these mu&t be 
judged by the type as seen in the vis­
ible characters.
Second.—How may the trueness to 
type best be judged?
By studying the uniformity of the 
ears in shape, size, straightness of the 
rows, color, etc., and also by study­
ing the uniformity of the kernels in 
size, shape, color and indentation. The 
uniformity of ears is studied by com­
paring with the “standard of perfec­
tion,” but as it is difficult to sufficient­
ly define the standard of perfection for 
the kernels a heading “Uniformity of 
Kernels” is placed on the score card.
Third.—Why should an ear of corn 
be cylindrical or nearly so?
Because this is the only shape which 
will permit of the same number of 
rows throughout the length of the ear 
and also the same size and shape of 
kernels In all parts of the ear. In a 
tapering ear there must be some short 
rows or the kernels must be larger or 
have more space between them at butt 
than at tip of ear. In such an ear or 
one of irregular shape some of the 
kernels must be of irregular size or 
shape, which will not permit of an 
even distribution by the planter.
Fourth.—What is the proper ratio be­
tween the length and the circumfer­
ence, of an ear of corn?
Although there is not much experi­
mental data to show that an ear of 
corn should be of exact proportions, 
most com breeders agree that the ratio 
between length and circumference 
should be about as 10 is to 7. It 
appears that ears which are long and 
slender are often associated with plants 
which are not possessed of the great­
est vigor and hardiness, and also such 
ears have a relatively small percentage 
of grain, while ears which are large In 
circumference and short are usually 
late in maturing and also often have, a 
small per cent of grain because of an 
extremely large cob.
The Irish Cobbler.
While not a recent Introduction, hav­
ing been grown for many years in Con­
necticut and Long Island, the Irish 
Cobbler potato has only lately attract­
ed the general attention of eastern 
growers as a profitable early market 
variety. It is not of first quality—infe­
rior even to Early Ohio—but is such a 
fine grower and reliable cropper under 
ordinary trucking conditions that it has 
literally forced itself on the attention 
of market gardeners. Its origin ap­
pears to be something of a mystery. 
Seedsmen and dealers disclaim knowl­
edge as to when or where it first got 
Into cultivation, but have generally 
been compelled to catalogue it. Seed 
stock has not always been easy to ob­
tain, but will be freely offered the com­
ing year. The plant Is strong and up­
right in growth, with thick and healthy 
dark green foliage. The potatoes in 
good soil ran from medium to large, 
oblong in shape, with thin white skin 
and rather prominent eyes. They grow 
rapidly and usually reach marketable 
size within a week of Early Ohio plant­
ed at the same time, but far outyield 
that formerly popular kind. The table 
quality of the young tubers is very tol­
erable, but falls off as ’maturity is 
reached. Notwithstanding Its rather 
unsatisfactory cooking quality Irish 
Cobbler has turned out so profitable 
that it is displacing other early kinds 
in many localities.—Rural New Yorker.
Pare Water la the Dairy.
A good illustration of the need of 
pure water in the dairy Is afforded by 
experiments at the Iowa station on the 
quality of butter washed with pasteur­
ized and unpasteurized water. In every 
case the butter washed with the sterile 
water kept better than the other.
Adjustable Scaffold.
The drawing illustrates a good ad­
justable scaffold for painting and is 
described by a contributor in New Eng­
land Honlestead. It consists of two 
brackets of 2 by 4 scantling support­
ed by long 2 by 6 props, the brackets 
in turn bearing 
the scaffold board.
The construction 
is simple. Let the 11 
lower arm of the H 
brackets be- lon­
ger than the hori­
zontal one. There,
Is one brace on I 
each side } of the' I 
bracket, and the ’ I, 
long 2 by 6 prop 
goes b e t w e e n  
them. The upper 
end of the prop is THE scaffold. 
round, and the lower is cut at an acute 
angle.
The scaffold may be raised or lower­
ed by pushing in or drawing out the 
feet of the props. As the props are not 
fastened to the brackets, several pairs 
of different lengths may be used for 
high or low painting. Those In the 
drawing are rather short j
WEB OF THE SPIDER.
The Many Uaes to Which It* Singular 
Spinner Pnts It.
Spiders form good subjects for rainy 
day study, and two hours spent in a 
neglected garret watching these clever 
little beings will often arouse such in­
terest that we shall be glad to devote 
many days of sunshine to observing 
those species which hunt and build and 
live in the open fields. There is no In­
sect in the world with more than six 
legs, and as a spider has eight lie Is 
therefore thrown out of the company 
of butterflies, beetles and wasps and 
finds himself In a strange assemblage. 
Even to his nearest relatives he bears 
little resemblance, for when we real­
ize that scorpions and horseshoe crabs 
must call him cousin we perceive that 
bis Is Indeed an aberrant bough on the 
tree of creation.
Nature has provided spiders with an 
organ filled always with liquid, which 
on being exposed to the air .hardens 
and can be drawn out into the slender 
threads which we know as cobweb. 
The silkworm incases its body with a 
mile or more of gleaming silk, but 
there Its usefulness is ended, as far 
as the silkworm is concerned. But spi­
ders have found a hundred uses for 
their cordage, some of which are star­
tlingly similar to human inventions.
A list of all the uses of cobwebs 
would take much space, but of these 
the most familiar is the snare set for 
unwary flies—the wonderfully ingen­
ious webs which sparkle with dew 
among the grasses or stretch from bush 
to bush. The framework is of web­
bing, and upon this is woven the sticky 
spiral which is so elastic, so ethereal, 
and yet ! strong enough to entangle a 
good sized Insect. How knowing seems 
the little worker as, the web. and his 
den of concealment being completed, 
he spins a strong cable from the center 
of the web to the entrance of his 
watchtower. Then, when a trembling 
of bis aerial spans warns him of a cap­
ture, how eagerly be seizes his master 
cable and jerks away on it, thus vibrat­
ing the whole structure and making 
more Certain the confusion of his vic­
tim.
Those spiders which leap upon their 
prey instead of setting snares for It 
have still a use for their threads of 
life, throwing out a cable as they leap 
to break their fall if they miss their 
foothold. What a strange use of the 
cobweb is that of the little flying spi­
ders! Up they run to the top of a 
poet, elevate their abdomens and run 
out several threads, which lengthen 
and lengthen until the breeze catches 
them, and away goes, the wingless aero­
naut for yards or for miles, as fortune 
may dictate! We wonder if he can 
cut loose or pull in his balloon cables 
at will.
A most fascinating tale would unfold 
could we discover all the uses of cob­
web when the spiders themselves are 
through with it. Certaln.lt Is that our 
ruby throated humming bird robs many 
webs to fasten together the plant down 
and lichens which compose her dainty 
nest.
Search the pond and you will find 
another member of the spider family 
swimming about at ease beneath the 
surface, thoroughly aquatic In his 
habits, but breathing a bubble of air 
which he carries about with him. 
When his supply Is low, he swims to a 
submarine castle of silk, so air tight 
that he can keep it filled with a large 
bubble of air; upon which he draws 
from time to time.
And so we might go on enumerating 
almost endless uses for the web, which 
is nature’s gift to these little waifs 
who ages ago left the sea and have 
won a place for themselves In the sun­
shine* among the butterflies and flow­
ers.—C. William Beebe In New York 
Post.
An Ingenious Ruse.
Herodotus tells of an ingenious rase 
employed to carry an important mes­
sage through the lines of the enemy. 
Histiaeus, being anxious to give Arls- 
tagoras orders to revolt, could think of 
no means to send the message to his 
ally, as all the roads were carefully 
guarded. Finally he hit upoft a scheme. 
Calling his trustiest servant to him, he 
ordered that the man’s hair be shaven 
off. He then pricked the desired mes­
sage on the scalp of the slave and, 
waiting until his hair had grown out, 
dispatched him upon the errand. The 
messenger passed safely through the 
lines, and when he reached Aristagoras 
his head was again shaved and the 
message read.
Perfume*.
Perfumes exercise a peculiar influ­
ence over one’s nervous system. A 
faint, subtle odor is nearly always en­
ervating, while a pungent, rich per­
fume often has a bracing effect. Civet 
induces drowsiness, a faint breath of 
musk invigorates and the perfume of 
the aloe and the citron is positively 
soothing and comforting. The delicate,i 
spicy odors of pinks, carnations, apple 
blossoms and sweetbrier are thought 
to be beneficial.
E v o lu tio n . .
Summer resorts go through three 
stages.
First.—People go there to enjoy them­
selves.
Second.—People go there to divert 
themselves.
Third.—People go there to flaunt 
themselves. Then thé place is fashion­
able.—Life.
If William Came to the Play. 
“Most actors admire Shakespeare.” 
“Some do,” answered Mr. Stormlng- 
ton Barnes. “Others are too busy 
thinking of how Shakespeare would 
admire them if he could only see them 
do his plays.”—Washington Star.
The second most deadly instrument 
of destruction is the dynamite gon; the 
first Is the human tongue.—Jordon. .
YOUNG MEN W H O THE INDEPENDENT
Season after season wear Weitzenkorns’ smart elothes. They’re real college clothes ftor the 
young stylish fellow who appreciate those little features of fashion which gives to a garment 
that certain “finish” and touch of good taste. Come right straight here If you want the best 
clothes at the lowest possible priees, and yon always have ttie satisfaction of seeing the 
largest assortment o f any store in Montgomery County.
MEW’S S T Y L IS H  S U IT S . In single and doable-breasted coats, fashioned after our high priced suits • 
centerhveuttS Sateprice&t ^  f&nCy ®ffect8’ plalds “ d 6trlPes! als0 plain gray Raincoat«, 52 Inches long) g Q
ASÍ P  a111® 8U,t® ara beautiful Worsteds and Cassimere, single and double-breasted, cut stylishly long, Venetian lined, perfect f it; overcoats of the very best -‘Belfast” frieze, in blacks,fib-* S \  
oxfords, light grays, and some are new form-fitting styles. Sale price, ®1U.UU
A* ®  OVERCOATS. The very latest club check, fancy blue Serges and plaid 
worsteds, Venetian lined coats that have snug fitting collars and lapels, perfectly styled, handsome medium Ck A A  
length, black and oxford overcoats that are worth fifteen dollars. Sale price, rtn I M I
High-Grade Suite and Overcoats. The suits are the latest single 
or doable-breasted style of distinctly smart cut, exclnsive weaves of Worsteds,
Tweeds, Velonr Casslmers ; ovnrcoats are form-fitting, 46 inches long, oxfords, 
blacks, Cambridge grays, creased sides, center vents; twenty dollar coate in 
other stores. Sale price, $15.00.
Special Snits, Overcoats, Raincoats, $16, $18, $20, $25.
E X T R A  T H I S  W E E K .
$2.50 Rlousc Salts. Sizes 3 to 10, in snappy styles, handsome fabric, 
silk soutach on collar, silk emblem on sleeve, bloomer pants, also reefers, 8ale 
price, $1.98.
$4.00 Suits and Overcoats. Beautiful mixed Cheviots and Plain 
Blues and Oxford Rnsston Overcoats; also, long cut coats for big boys; suits are 
all wool, gray plaid cheviots. Sale price, $ 2 .9 8 .
$5.00 Indestructible Suits. Strongest suit ever made is our inde­
structible All-wool Cheviot, beautiful styles, double seat and knee, linen front 
lined, linen taped, double sewed seams. Any suit goes wrong we give a new 
one. Sale price, $3.85.
$4.50 Two-Pants Suits. If you have a boy that’s bard on pants, 
bring him here to-day. All wool suits with two pair of trousers, plain aud 
knicks Sale drice, $3.50.
Speeial Boys’ Worsted Suits, $4, $5, $6 50 and $7-50,
Pottstown, 




5A Bias Girth 
Stable Blankets
stand hard wear—keep the horse 
warm— save money to the horse­
man. Never slip or slide—when  
one side draws, other side holds.
The Bias Girth Does It
A 5A ST R E E T  B L A N K E T  is equally as 
good—is a perfect protection from wind and storm. D on ’t 
take chances on a common blanket— buy the 5A. Your local dealer* 
buys the long-wearing 5A B L A N K E T S direct from the factory, and 
can therefore sell them  cheaper than dealers can sell inferior blankets 
purchased through jobbers at high prices.
Buy a 5A SQUARE BLANKET for Street use.
Buy a 5A BIAS GIRTH BLANKET for Stable.
Look fo r  &A Stay under Straps, „ B E W A R E  O P IX IT A T IO lfS .
M ade by W M . A YR ES A  SONS, P h ila d e lp h ia , P a .
s M b H iË É i
- FURNITURE -
SPRING IS COMING—THE TIME FOR
MAKING CHANGES IN YOUR
H0U8EFURNISHINGS.
Tbe first thing to decide, I s :
“Where will I purchase ?”
Before making your choice. It will be to 
your advantage to call and examine stock 
and secure prices at
T h e  C o lle p iille  Furniture Sto re
Where it Is always a pleasure to SHOW 
GOODS.
A FULL LINE of all grades of
Furniture and Housefurn­
ishing Goods in Stock.
Carpets, Mattings, Oil Cloths and Lin­
oleums.
Picture Frames made to order.
Carpets cleaned and relayed.
Repairing and upholstering attended to 
promptly.
*  FURNISHING *
U n d ertak e r * E m b a lm er
Orders entrusted to my charge will receive 
the most careful and painstaking attention
John L. Bechtel,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA,
’P hone No. 18.
Fashions for the Feet
AT-
Weitzenkorn’s. \
The footwear for to-day is fashioned for ease 
and comfort as well as for STYLE, ELEGANCE 
and WEAR.
Our Shoes Cover All These 
Points.
M  "T" I ^  P  , All Our Shoes selling above $2.00 are 
I ^  k y  I I \ y  L— ■ damp proof, having a cork layer be- 
.. tween the soles.
Wearing Qualities
at Low Prices.
Ladles’ Extra Fine Sunday Shoes, $1,25 
and $1.50, Button or Lace.
Tbe largest assortment of Ladies’ $2.00 
Shoes in Pottstown. All styles.
Children’s Fine Sunday Shoes, 65c., 75c., 
and $1.06.
Exclusive agent for “Sorosls” and Ziegler 
Bros.’ Stylish Shoes for Women.
Boys’ and Youths’ Fine Sunday Shoes, 
$1.00 and $1.25, and upwards.
Men’s Box Calf Extension Sole Shoes, 
$2.00 and upwards.
Men’s and Boys’ Colt Skin Shoes, $2.C0 
and $2.50.
Exclnsive agent for Ralston Health and 
A. W. and W. Shoes for Men.
IMPORTANT: We Give Coupons, Good for Silverware.
WEITZEIsTKORIT’S
Pottstown’s Leading Shoe Store. 141 High St.
EC. E .  S A Y L O R ,  P r o p r i e t o r .
ALL KINDS OF CEMETERY WORK IN PLAIN AND ARTISTIC DESIGNS.
ALL WORK GUARANTEED, ESTIMATES FURNISHED.
INdiŷ IlSr STR EET : = CO LLEQ EVILLE.
